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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with new paradigms and methods for computer sim¬

ulation of polymers in order to study the structure and djnamics of these

materials bevond the limitations in the length and time scales of the exist¬

ing techniques Atomistic simulation, although of considerable technological

and scientific interest, has not yet permitted to elucidate the macroscopic

properties of polymers on the wide range of length and time scales charac¬

teristic of all disordered macromolecular materials There is a pressing need

to transcend this impediment, abo\e all when atomistic details are necessarv

but which hamper computet simulation withm the expenditure of reasonable

computational resources

The Monte Carlo (MC) method is a coarse-grammg sampling technique

which can addiess the issue of modeling long-time phenomena m dense poly¬

mer svstems by an efficient configurational sampling A novel elementary

Monte Carlo move for use in the off-lattice simulation- the Parallel-Rotation

algorithm (ParRot) - is introduced in chapter 1 Apart from being compu-

tationalh efficient, ParRot permits moving very efficiently torsion angles

embedded deeply inside long polymer chains m melts and glasses and, thus,

constitutes a highly promising Monte Carlo move for the treatment of long

chains of realistic polymers

All macroscopical properties of polymers are dependent on a number of

different factors, prominent among them the arrangement of the macromolec-

ules in a dense packing Since it is very difficult to radicalh change the

starting structure during the simulation of dense atomistically detailed poh-

mer systems, one should start with a reasonably "good" structure The task

of generating large dense polymer svstems is tremendous due to the high

density and the connectivity of the polvmer systems

Chapter 2 introduces a new algorithm for generating appropriate and

large starting polymer structures foi molecular simulations in dense phase
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The embedding algorithm is a heuristic search algorithm based on the ParRot

technique The algorithm permits to tackle the most challenging problem of

packing realistic polvmer chains into large boxes of size up to 50 Angstroms
In chapter 3 a second novel method for generating dense configurations

of linear chains of constant curvature Porod-Kratkv chains - is presented

Considering linear chains without chemical structure simplifies considerably

the nature of the polymer chains The loss of information about the chemical

details of the macromolecules however has to be in a later stage recovered

bv inverse mapping which consists in reconstructing the atomisticallv de

tailed chains

One of the major limitations in atomistic modeling of mechanical pro¬

cesses in poh mer glasses is the presence of multiple length scales Atomistic

modeling based on an explicit treatment of the molecular degrees of freedom

and the continuum framework based on a particular finite element method

(FEM) can be combined to bring larger length scales within reach This

novel three-dimensional atomistie-contmuum model is proposed in chapter 4

to bridge the gap between atomistic scale simulations and continuum scale

simulations

The modeled multi scale svstem composes an inclusion of an arbitiarv

shape whose mechanical behavior is dictated bv a detailed atomistic descrip¬

tion embedded m a continuum media w hose mechanical behav lor is modeled

bv an appropriate finite element method The consistency of the atomistic-

continuum approach in the domain of elastic deformation is demonstrated

bv two examples of materials of \er\ different nature - a fee civstal and

an amorphous poh menc material \s the atomistic-continuum model could

be further extended to include dvnamics this could be a stimulating first

step towards the establishment of new simulation methods foi mechanical

properties of polvmers

Finallv chapter 5 is dedicated to the fundamental calculation of the po¬

tential energv and in particular of the bonded molecular forces at the core

of atomistic simulation A. framework common to anv kind of force field is

presented to simphfv remarkablv the programming work of calculating the

bonded molecular forces The proposed framework has been applied to the

calculations of the CFF-force field used in the simulations of the atomistic-

continuum model in chaptei 4



Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit behandelt neue Amsatze und Methoden der Simulation von Po-

lvmeren zur Untersuchung der Struktur und Djnamik dieser Matenahen

jenseits der Beschrankungen in Lange und Zeitskalen bishenger \lgonth-

men Obwohl \on betrachthcliem technologischem und wissenschafthchem

Interesse, erlaubten atomistische Simulationen bis heute mclit, die makro-

skopischen Eigenschaften von PoKmeren lm gesamten Bereich der Langen-

und Zeitskalen, wie sie fur ungeordnete makromolekulare Matenahen cha-

raktenstisch smd, zu erklaren Es besteht das dringende Bedurfnis, diese

Beschrankungen /u uberwmden, \or allem wenn atomistische Details auf-

gelost werden mussen Dies wird m der Regel durch die Beschranktheit der

Computerresourcen verunmoglicht

Die Monte Carlo (MC) Methode ist erne "coarse-graining" Samplmg-

Techmk, welche die Modelherung von Langzeitzeitphanomenen m dichten

Polymersystemen durch em effizientes "

configurational sampling" erlaubt

Das 1 Kapitel fuhrt einen neuartigen \lonte-Carlo-Algonthmus fur die "off-

lattice" Simulation ein ParRot (Parallel-Rotation algorithm) Neben seiner

rechnenschen Effizienz erlaubt ParRot die vollstandige Relaxation \on dihe-

dralen Winkeln, welche sich audi tief innerhalb von langen Pohmerketten

befinden konnen Dieser neuartige Algonthmus stellt eine vielversprechende

Monte-Carlo- Methode fur die Simulation langer Ketten reahstischer Poh-

meie dar

Die makroskopischen Eigenschaften der Polymere werden von verschie-

denen Faktoren beeinflusst, insbesondere von der Anordnung der Makromo-

lekule in emer dichten Packung Da es sehr schwieng ist, die Ausgangsstruk-

tur von atomistisch detaillierten Polymersystemen wahrend der Simulation

voUstandig zu modifizieien, ist es unvemchtbar, von emer "guten" Struktur

auszugehen Die Schwiengkeiten, solche grossen, dichten Polymersysteme zu

erzeugen, smd auf Grund der hohen Dichte und Konnektivitat der Svsteme
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betrachthch

Im 2 Kapitel wird deshalb ein neuer 41gonthmus vorgestellt welcher die

Erzeugung geeigneter Ausgangsstrukturen fur die molekulare Simulation in

dichten Phasen erlaubt Dieser Einbettungsalgorithmus ist em heuristischer

Suchalgonthmus basierend auf der ParRot-Technik Er erlaubt die Einbet

tung \on reahstischen Pohmerketten in Boxen \on bis zu 50 Angstroms

Seitenlange

Eine 7weite neuartige Mtthodc 7ur Eizeugung dichter Konfigurationen

von linearen Ketten konstanter Krummung die Porod-Kiat7k\ Ketten

wird im 3 Kapitel prasentiert Die Betiachtung hnearer Ketten unter

\ernachlassigung lhrer chemischen Struktur \eieinfacht lhie Handhabung

betrachthch Dei Verlust an chemischen Details der Makromolekule muss

jedoch in einem spateren Schritt wieder luckgangig gemacht werden durch

inverse mapping d h dei \\ lederheistellung der Ketten in lhien atomisti

schen Details

Erne der schwerwiegendsten Beschrankungen der atomistischen Model-

herung mechamscher Prozesse in Polvmerglasern wird durch das Auftreten

einei \ lelzahl von Langenskalen \erursacht Die Kombination \on atomi-

stischer Modelherung welche auf emer exph/iten Behandlung der molekula

ren Fieiheitsgrade beruht und em Kontinuumansatz basierend auf emer

bestimmten Finite Elemente Methode (FEM) eimoghcht die Behandlung

grosserer Langenskalen Dieses neue dieidimcnsionale Modell welche die

beiden 4nsat?e kombimert wird im 4 Kapitel untersucht

Das modelherte Multiskalen-Svstem besteht aus einem Emschluss ernes

homogenen Materials von beliebiger Form Das mechamsches Verhalten des

Einschlusses wird durch einen detailherten atomistischen Ansat? beschne-

ben Das umgebende Material hingegen wird als kontmuierliches Medium

mit einer geeigneten FE-Methode modelhert Die \ahditat dieses kombi-

nieiten Modelles im Bereich der elastischen Deformation wird anhand eines

fcc-Knstalls und ernes amorphen Pohmers zwei Beispiele von Materia

hen von sehr unterschiedhcher Beschaffenheit gezeigt Der weitere Ausbau

des Modelles um eine dvnamische Komponente konnte einen stimuherenden

ersten Schritt in Richtung emer neuen Methode 7ur Simulation der mecha-

mschen Eigenschaften von Polvmeren bedeuten

Das 5 Kapitel behandelt schhesshch die Berechnung der potentiellen

Energien und im spe7iellen der intrainolekularen Bmdungskrafte Eine all-
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gememe Methode fur die Berechnung von beliebigen Kraftfeldern wird ein-

gefuhrt, welche auf emfache Weise implementiert werden kann Diese Me¬

thode erweist sich als erfolgreich in der Berechnung des CFF-Kraftfeldes m

den Multiskalen- Modellsimulationen in Kapitel 4
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Chapter 1

A Parallel-Rotation

Monte-Carlo Scheme

1.1 Introduction

In dense polymer sj stems in continuous space, the goal of efficient phase-

space sampling by Monte Carlo (MC) is a most difficult one, since it is very

hard in simulations to change from one configuration to the successive one,

especiallj at high densities Significant progress has been made in this field m

the last few years by a combination of geometric methods such as Reptation

[1, 2, 3], the Continuum-Configurational-Bias method (CBMC) [4, 5, 6], or

the Concerted-Rotation method [7, 8] and its extensions [9]

Here we introduce a novel off-lattice sampling technique that aims at

enhancing the efficiency of existing MC methods We focus our attention on

three currently incompatible aspects essential for the new algorithm to be a

prerequisite for a promising sampling technique the computational efEciencj

and robustness, the ability to treat long polymer chains, and the applicability

to chemically realistic polymer structures with side-groups

The new elementary move, a Parallel-Rotation algorithm (ParRot), con¬

sists of a concerted rotation around four adjacent skeletal bonds forming the

moving unit in such a way that the orientation of those parts of the chain

outside the moving unit is not modified

In this work, the ParRot move is supplemented with the classical Metro¬

polis Monte Carlo (MMC), the Continuum-Configurational-Bias, and Repta¬

tion techniques m isothermal-isobanc Monte Carlo simulations of melts of
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shoit and long chains

1.2 The Parallel Rotation Algorithm

The high dime nsionaliH of the connguiational space to sample constitutes

a majoi dime ult\ m simulations of dense pohmer phases Fortunateh the

structural complexity of pohmenc s\stems nameh the geometrv and con¬

nects it\ provides a wa\ to simphfv the problem b\ working in generalized

cooidmates the number of degrees of freedom mav be c onsiderabh reduced

[10] The moleculai geometrv can be solelv determined b\ the position and

oiientation of the chain stait and b\ the successne toision angles along the

backbone The bond 1< ngth and the bond angles aie assumed to be fixed

This assumption onh slighth affects the \ibrational fiequencies of the soft"

modes associated with toision angles [11]

1.2.1 The Geometric Problem

The rearrangement of dihedial angles of a chain in a concerted fashion sub¬

sequent to the turning of one single dihedral angle has been first addressed by

Go and Scheraga [7] and further de\ eloped b\ Dodd, Boon, and Theodorou

[8] as the Conceited-Rotation method (ConRot)

Figlre 1 1 The ParRot nune is a concerted change in the torsion angles

{oi 02 63} drnen b\ a change in 0a The vectors u and ui remain unchanged

after the ParRot mo\e

The Parallel Rotation (PaiRot) mo\e consists 111 a concerted rotation of

an arbitrary set of four adjacent torsion angles within a chain These torsion
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angles form a mov ing unit that, in the same way as a hinge, determines the

relative position and onentation of both the chain ends attached to it The

ParRot move is a rearrangement of the dihedral angles within that moving

unit wheieas both chain ends attached to it are coerced to keep the same

relative orientation (but not the same relative position) In other words, if

one of the chain ends is kept fixed m space the othei (ham end is displaced

but its orientation iemains unchanged

Imposing a constant orientation to chain ends involves thiee geometnc

constraints, two for the direction and one tor the orientation along this dir¬

ection To fulfill three conditions the PaiRot move must, at least comprise

the conceited move of three degrees of fieedom The fourth dihedral angle,

the driver torsion angle serves to steer the concerted move

Consider the four contiguous bonds with torsion angles {$a,<t>\,<l>2,<!>•,}
in Fig 1 1 to form the ParRot moving unit The rotation bond b3 with the

toision angle (j>$ defines the direction of the chain end attached to the moving

unit The vector b2xb] furthermore determines its orientation Throughout

this paper, we use unit the vectors u (|| bs) and Ui (|| b^ x bj) as direction

and orientation vectors respectively

FlGURF 1 2 Generalized Coordinates encompass torsion angles along the back

bone The bond angle supplements 6, and the bond lengths || 6, || are assumed

to be fixed In the local coordinate system located at each atom a,_! the bond

vector bj is aligned along the local x-axis (ex)

We use T(<^>) to define the transformation of a vector in the frame of

reference of bond i + 1 into the frame of the preceding bond i (see Fig 1 2),
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expressed as the combination of two rotations [12]

- cos (9 sinS 0

T(</>) = Rx((?>)Rz(7r + 0) = -cos0sin0 -cos4>cos0 -sin0 (11)

— sin (fismd — sin <f> cos 0 cos 0

Note that the bond angle 8 must not necessanlv be the same for all bond

junctions along the skeletal chain backbone

\s previously suggested, the geometric constraint for a parallel rotation

(ParRot) move is that both vectors u and Ux are kept constant A system

of two equations, dictated bv the molecular geometry, to account for the

geometric constraints can now be specified in the reference frame of the bond

vector bo as

u = T«"")T(d»r)T(^w)ex = T(<*o)T(MT(02)e, (12)

ui = TW)T(ff-)T(^)T(C)e, = TWT(*i)T(^)T(^3)

where do""' denotes the new value imposed for the driver torsion angle, and

{ip1,ew,«i>jew,<?i3<iw} the new values of the remaining angles of the moving unit

to be determined \s a matter of fact, these six scalar equations enforce only

thiee implicit geometric constraints to be fulfilled This is due to the fact

that T, as a rotation in spare, conserves the vector lengths, and, therefore,

the vectors u and u± automaticallv have the same length as the vectors

ej. and ey (of unit length) In addition, because of the same reason, the

vectois u and ui, which aie, bv definition, peipendicular, and consequently

not independent are necessanlv mapped back onto a pair of perpendicular

vectors The vectors ex and ey are peipendiculai, and, so, an additional

constraint is implicitiv satisfied To sum up, the vector u accounts for the

conseivation of direction of the moving chain end, and the vector ux for its

orientation along u

Since Eq (1 2) and Eq (1 3) involve four degrees of freedom and onlv

three constraints, the system of equation is undeidetermined One of the

dihedral degrees of freedom can be freeh chosen to determine the values of

the others, l e
,
the ParRot move is umquelv driven bv a change of do into

Solving Eq (12) directly provides the value <p2 of the second torsion angle

To calculate <t>2 first consider the vector

v(C" <!*>,tufa) = T«'"')~M<A>,<h,<bi) (1 4)
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which is entirely determined by the known values (/>[]"", tj>o, fa, and fa

The component vx solelv depends on the new value fa]"", and consequently

directly provides the solution

COS0iCOS#2 -VjM1,^),^,^)
cos02 = (15)

sine^sinC*!

where 9t and 82 are the bond angles between bonds bi and b2, and bonds

hi and b3 respectively According to the value of the right-hand side in

Eq (1 5), fa admits either zero (r h s > 1), one (rhs = 1) or two values

(rhs < 1)

Upon substituting the obtained values for fa"" into Eq (1 3), one gets the

linear equation

cos^fw|
_

|a —6 1

b a 1-v2
(16)

where the parameters a = (sin Q\ cos 02 + cos if) cos 0\ sin 02) ano" b =

(sm#2 sin faV") depend upon fa"" The fact that a2 + b2 = 1 indicates that

the matrix in Eq (1 6) is a rotation matrix, and hence conserves the vector

lengths This is in complete agieement with the fact that the left-hand side

of Eq (1 6) is a vector of unit length and that v2 + v2 = 1 — v2 holds Thus,

we can conclude that, for each value of (ft, an unique solution fa exists

While the dihedral angles fa, fa, and (j>2 suffice to determine the direction

vector u, the remaining degree of freedom fa only causes the vector u^ to

be rotated around u Given the three first torsion angles, fa"" can readily be

calculated as the angle between ui and the corresponding vector when fa

has not vet been modified

The ParRot move can be summarized as the following steps (1) a driver

torsion angle fa is selected within the chain, (11) one of the two chain ends

starting from fa is selected and the orientation vectors u and u^ are calcu¬

lated, (111) a value 0gew is assigned to the driver torsion angle, (w) sets of new

values fa"", fa"", and fa"" for the three torsion angles fa-, fa, fa consecutive

to fa on the side of the selected chain end are calculated so that u and ux

remain unchanged In this formulation, fa is the driver torsion angle of the

ParRot move Only the four dihedral angles {fa, fa, fa, fa} are modified by

the move
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1.2.2 The ParRot Move

At first sight, it is not obvious whether the ParRot technique can successfully

handle long polymer chains in a dense phase. As one might expect, the

critical factor for moves of chain segments to be at all feasible in a dense

environment is the amplitude of displacement of atoms induced by the move.

In the case of ParRot, because of the conservation of its orientation, the

displacement of a chain end is such that all involved atoms are displaced by

the same vector. The displacement amplitude determines if severe overlaps

between atoms is likely to occur in a Monte Carlo simulation.
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gives an estimate of the typical distance between closest atoms It is fortu¬

nate that, despite large changes in the dihedral angles involved m the ParRot

move, the displacements in space of the atoms from their original positions

is almost always small compared to a Half the 0O values (in our example,

from 0 to 0 37r and 1 3ir to 2ir) induce at least one displacement smaller than

1A This example strongly suggests that, even in simulations of dense phases,

large concerted changes in <t>i,<l>2, and (j>3 associated with large changes in 0o

are possible without inducing large atom displacements, and thus without

creating severe overlaps This must also hold for torsion angles even deeply

within long polymer chains

1.2.3 A Bias Monte Carlo

Turning to Monte Carlo simulations requires the indispensable detailed-

balance condition to hold m order to ensure the distribution to be stationary

along the Monte Carlo simulation [13] This, in turn, requires the exact num¬

ber of solutions for a Monte Carlo move to be known As discussed by Dodd

et al [8], and Leontidis et al [9], the Concerted Rotation algorithm, which

also consists m a concerted move of dihedral angles driven by the changes

in one driver angle, necessitates challenging numerical calculations to estim¬

ate the number of solutions On the contrary, the existence of an analytical

solution for the ParRot algorithm permits to exactly calculate the number of

solutions for any attempt of ParRot move The ParRot algorithm does not

pose any numerical problems that could endanger its efficiency

A proper choice of the acceptance criterion (for instance Metropolis or

Glauber dynamics) guarantees a stationary ensemble distribution, which can

be, for instance, the Gibbs ensemble distribution In this case, the Monte

Carlo acceptance probability for going from state n to m

D,
.

/ N{m->n)J(n)exp[-i3V(n)}\

P(n-t m)= mm <l,—f {-?-{—
*" '* } 17

{ N{n ->• m)J{m) exp[-/3V(m)] J
v '

suffices, where j3 = (kbT)~l, and V(n) is the potential energv of the state

labeled with n N(n -> m) is the total number of states attainable from n

in the move leading from state n to m J(n) is the Jacobian determinant

factor, which has been introduced in the acceptance probability in Eq (1 7)
to counterbalance the geometric bias
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1 2 ^

mmmimiw

60 120 180 240 300 360

Torsion angle 0 [deg]

Figure 1.4 Torsion angle distribution in a Monte Carlo simulation of Cio

phantom chains The black curve has been obtained in simulation without Jac-

obian bias correction J(n) m the acceptance probability, and the gray curve cor-

lesponds to simulation with Jacobian bias conection.

A Monte Carlo method that simultaneously encompasses several degrees

of freedom in a concerted manner usually generates biased distributions of

states, if not corrected. The Monte Carlo acceptance scheme must be biased

to pio\ide the correct uniform distribution corresponding to V(n). i. e. pro¬

portional to the Boltzmann weight of V(n). Following Dodd et al [8], we

calculate J(n) as Jacobian determinant of a tiansformation relating the co¬

ordinate frame of geometric constraints u and u^ to the one of dihedral

angles {oo.O1.O2.Oj}. We define

J(oo-U. Ui) := det
du

.
„

rfoi
^

3*2 A

<?U
. a

a*2 ^

du, _

eA
du

d<?3
du

9«,3 eT

»*3 1-

where ;/. A.
- £ {x. y. -}. and A ^ 7.

\ (hange 111 torsion angle o, is tantamount to a rotation about the back¬

bone bond b,, that only affects the bonds h3 where j > 1. The infinitesimal
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rotation about b, may be written as

9* [b,xbj j>i

Substituting Eq (1 9) in Eq (1 8) leads to the expression

J(<j>o,u,u±) <X U (Ui x u2) (110)

where the vectors u, = b,/ || b, || of unit length are collinear to bi and

b2, the bonds with torsion angles fa and d>2 respectively To determine the

acceptance probability of a Monte Carlo move, J(n) must be calculated for

the initial and the destination state of the move

To ascertain that the biased Monte Carlo acceptance probability satis¬

fies the condition of microscopic reversibility, we carried out a simulation

of freelv-rotatmg phantom chains of 108 Monte Carlo steps In the absence

of torsional potential and non-bonded interactions, an uniform distribution

of dihedral angles must be expected Fig 1 4 presents a comparison of the

angle distribution obtained with biased and unbiased acceptance probability

Obviously, the geometric bias cannot be neglect, and is fully removed when

considering the contribution J(n) to the acceptance probability criterion

1.3 Monte Carlo Simulations

The present work aims at comparing the ParRot method to existing off-

lattice Monte Carlo techniques For that purpose, ParRot is supplemented

with three Monte Carlo moves (i) the Metropolis move (MMC) consists of

a random displacement of the position and orientation of the chain simul¬

taneously to random changes m the torsion angles of the chain backbone,

(n) the Continuum-Configurational-Bias method (CBMC) [4, 5] consists m a

"cut" at a random position of a chain end and its step-by-step regrowth, (m)
the Reptation move [1] consists in the removal of the bond at a randomly

selected end of the chain, and its regrowth at the other end of the chain For

a comprehensive review of these moves, see [9]
Our results were obtained with polybead molecules in the united atom

approximation These are chains formed by beads connected by rigid bonds

of length 1 53 4 The bond angle between successive bonds of a chain is fixed
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20C24 IOC71 9Cioo

T[K] 473 513 513

(p) [gem-3] 0 62 ±0 01 0 66 ± 0 03 0 67 ±0 01

(RlED)/{Rl) 8 08 ± 0 05 7 22 ± 0 26 6 41 ±0 15

Table 1 1 Average properties o\er simulations of combined Monte Carlo tech¬

niques m 20 C24 ,
10 C71, and 9 C100

at 112° The torsional potential eneigv function used, originally introduced

b\ R>ckaerts and Bellemans [14], is

5

f/t„,-,W>) = C*£a„ cos" </> (111)
n_0

with constant coefficients C = 9 27 kj/mol, a0 = 1, ax = 1 31, a2 = -1 414,

a3 = -0 3297, a4 = 2 828, a5 = -3 3943 [15] B\ this, the skeletal torsion

angles are biased to fa\or trans and gauche states

Sites on different chains and those on the same chain separated by more

than three bonds interact through a non-bonded Lennard-Jones interaction

function

The energy-depth parameter WJ
= e = 0 41 kJ/rnol is the same for end-beads

and middle-beads, and the bead size is set to a = 3 94 4 These values have

been found to reproduce p VT data of short polyethvlenes [5]

The simulations have been performed using a cubic box m an lsothermal-

lsobanc simulation (iVpT-simulaUon) at a pressure of 1 bar, following the

procedure of Boyd [16] Volume fluctuation moves were performed every

500 or 1000 moves, depending on the overall length of the simulation An

acceptance ratio of 20 - 30% for the volume fluctuation move was obtained

with a maximal amplitude change of the box side of 0 2A The minimum

image convention was used in all the simulations

Three different polvbead melts were investigated a system of 20 chains

of 24 beads each at 473K (20C2/i), a melt of ten chains of 71 beads each

(10 C71) at 513K, and a melt of nine chains of 100 beads each (9 C100) at

513K
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Combination of Move (%)

MMC Reptation CBMC ParRot

Accepted Moves (%)

MMC Reptat on CBMC ParRot

10 30 30 30

10 10 10 70

10 10 70 10

10 70 10 10

10 40 40 10

10 40 10 40

10 10 40 40

4 3 14 3 6 1 18 0

4 2 14 3 5 8 17 9

3 6 13 8 6 0 22 1

5 6 17 8 6 6 23 7

3 1 13 4 6 0 17 6

2 8 12 7 5 9 17 4

4 1 14 3 6 1 18 1

Table 1 2 Results obtained with different combinations of Monte Carlo tech¬

niques in isothermal-isobaric Monte Carlo simulations of 10 C71 at 513K and 1 bar

The simulations comprise 5 106 MC steps each Computational speed is compared

All simulations have been carried out on on Silicon Graphics workstations of type

Octane (R10000)

The new method of Muller et al [17] was used to generate starting struc¬

tures for the simulations This method consists of a heuristic search algorithm

in the space of torsion angles, which is capable of including configurational

information in the structure generation and automatically delivers correct

configurational statistics of the chains The first 105 Monte Carlo steps were

ignored in assessing the simulation results

The NpT Monte Carlo simulations reported comprise 5 106 MC steps for

20 C24 and 10 Cn ,
and 2 106 or 3 106MC steps for 9 C100 Thermodynamic

quantities are summarized in Table 1 1, Table 1 2, and Table 1 3

Table 1 2 and Table 1 3 shows the results of Monte Carlo runs for 10 C71

It is interesting to note that the fraction of accepted Monte Carlo moves is not

strongly affected by the combination of moves However, the ParRot move

seems to benefit from cooperative effects among the moves as the relative

large variation of its acceptance ratio for different combinations of moves

demonstrates

The acceptance rate of the single moves is dependent on adjustable para¬

meters such as, in the case of MMC, the amplitude of change in torsion

angles, or, in the case of the CBMC method, the number of trial directions

at each step of the regrowth In the ParRot method, the only adjustable

parameter is the maximum displacement A<j>0 of the driver angle <j>o While a
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Combination of Move (%) Properties

MMC Rpptation CBMC ParRot MC steps s" (£,„,) [kJ/mol] (Btors) [kJ/mol]

10 30 30 30 20 7 17 3 ±228 2 2648 6 ± 87 2

10 10 10 70 24 7 -14 9 ±243 0 2629 5 ± 85 4

10 10 70 10 15 8 40 7 ± 202 5 2675 5 ± 85 5

10 70 10 10 24 6 47 8 ± 254 6 2626 5 ± 81 5

10 40 40 10 18 8 -72 0 ±193 8 2638 1 ±86 2

10 40 10 40 23 1 -105 0± 161 8 2657 4 ± 88 6

10 10 40 40 22 0 27 1 ± 256 8 2655 2 ± 91 0

Table 1 3 Results obtained with the same combinations of Monte Carlo tech¬

niques as in Table 1 2 Thermodvnamic properties are compared

smaller value of A^0 leads to higher acceptance rates of the ParRot moves, a

laiger value produces larger steps through the configuration space Trial runs

of 20 C24 demonstrate that the acceptance ratio can readilv be controlled by

adjusting Ac^ (see Fig 1 5) The acceptance rate of ParRot tvpicallv ranges

ftom 5% to 75% according to the amplitude of A<j>0 ParRot also m-volves

a mote subtle effect of geometric nature Larger amplitude A<^0 increases

the number of geometric failures because it is more likelv to encounter cases

where the number of solutions of the ParRot equations falls to zero However,

Fig 1 5 clearlv demonstrates that the geometric failure level never exceed 6%

Further simulations involving ParRot moves were carried out with A0O = 36°

resulting in an acceptance ratio of about 20% The parameters for the other

methods have been consistentlv kept constant in all simulations

While the sampling abilitv of Monte Carlo techniques is most relevant,

their computational efficiency also contributes to their overall performance

The relative CPU efficiencv compares the average number of moves performed

in the CPU time required for a CBMC move and is summarized for Repta-

tion and ParRot m Table 14 A CBMC move undoubtely requires more

computational effort than the other moves It also appears that ParRot and

Reptation use computational resources roughlv equally
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Figure 1 5 Acceptance rate of Monte Carlo simulations of 20 chains of 24 beads

for varying maximal amplitude of the changes in the driver angle of the ParRot

move The rate of geometric failure corresponds to the cases where the geometric

ParRot problem has no solution (r h s > 1)

20C24 10 C7 9C100

CBMC [MC step]

Rept [MC step]

ParRot [MC step]

10

1 71

173

10

189

2 06

10

1 26

18

Table 1 4 Average number of MC steps performed during the time necessary

for a CBMC step All simulations have been carried out on on Sihcon Graphics

workstations of type Octane (R10000)

1.4 Sampling Efficiency

To demonstrate the relative sampling ability in the space of dihedral angles,

two simulations were performed on a system of 10 C71 In both simulations,

the elementary MMC move (10%) accompanies either Reptation moves (90%)
or ParRot moves (90%) Beginning with the same initial structure, the oc¬

currence densities of dihedral angles were calculated for both runs, with 5 106

MC steps each and a sampling frequency of 2000 MC steps Fig 1 6 shows

these distributions
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Figi re 1 6 Distributions of dihedral angles obtained in simulations of 20 C24 for

mixtures of ParRot and MMC moves and Reptation and MMC moves respectively

The total number of \IC steps is 5 106, and every twothousandth configuration

has contributed to the distribution statistics

Since the number of MC steps employed suffices for Reptation to at¬

tain properh sampling of all the bonds in the chains during simulation (the

middle bonds are typically moved after 1 106), the distribution obtained

with Reptation constitutes a benchmark for other moves As required, the

distribution obtained with ParRot converges to the same form and shows, m

addition, a smoothness that indicates a robust aptitude to efficienth sample

the space of torsional degrees of freedom

\ first reason for the robust behavior of ParRot resides in the fact that

three to four dihedral angles are simultaneousl\ involved in a move A second

reason might be the amplitude of changes of the dihedral angles of the moving

units nameh A<po, -Wi A^, and Ad>3 Fig 1 7 presents the distributions

of these A0 for the accepted ParRot moves 111 simulations of 20 C24, 10 C71,

and 9C100in runs carried out with 10% MMC, 10% Reptation, 10% CBMC,

and 70% ParRot moves We observe in the left-hand side of Fig 1 7 that
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FIGURE 1.7: On the left-hand side, distribution of changes in torsion angles (j>\,

02,and <t>:i for accepted ParRot moves in simulations of 3 • 106 MC steps of 20 C24
,

IOC71, and 9Cioo on the right-hand side, same distribution in simulations of

3 • 106 MC steps of IOC71 and 9Cioo The maximal amplitude of change in the

driver torsion angles has been taken to be A0o = 36° and A0o = 180°.

most changes in dihedral angle Ao range from 0° to 45°. However, a small

number of ParRot moves results in larger changes in dihedral angles with

amplitudes up to 150°. Slightly different distributions are characteristic for

systems with different chain lengths.

The right-hand side of Fig. 1.7 provides a comparison between simula¬

tions where the maximum changes in the driver angle were A<p = 36° and

A6 = 180° respectively. As one might expect, simulations of 10C7iand

9 C10o demonstrate that, on the one hand, an increase of the maximum amp¬

litude A<j> slightly decreases the number of accepted moves, but that, on the

other hand, the tails of the distributions are only marginallv affected by the

amplitude Ad>.

The pffect of Ao on the ParRot move is clear when monitoring displace¬

ment amplitudes of the moved chain atoms. The left-hand side of Fig. 1.8

shows that typical atom displacements range from 0 to 1A. Remember that

all atoms of the moving chain pait are equally displaced in a ParRot move.

In rare cases, the atom displacement can even attain more than 3A.

The right-hand side of Fig. 1.8 shows how the displacement of atoms varies

if ParRot is used together with other techniques in 10 C71. Even though the

combination 10% MMC. 30% Reptation, 30% CBMC, 30% ParRot comprises

less ParRot attempts than a simulation purely based on ParRot, the fraction

of accepted ParRot moves is still larger than in the case where the maximum
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Atom Displacement [A] Atom Displacement [A]

FIGURE 1.8: on the left-hand side, distribution of displacements of the moving

chain end for accepted ParRot moves in simulations of 3 • 10° MC steps of 20 C24 ,

10 C71, and 9 C100 On the right-hand side, distribution of accepted ParRot moves

for varying A0o of the driver torsion angle in simulations of length 3 • 10(' MC steps

on 9 Cioo-

PirfioU'O* n»ot' 30% PaRoll | 0 1 -

10 20 30 JO 50 60 70 00 90 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 80 OS

Bond Index Bond Index

Figure 1.9: On the right-hand side, distribution of accepted moves at each bond

within the chain in simulations of length 3 • 106 MC steps of 10 C7i. On the left-

hand side, same distribution in simulations of length 3 • 10(> MC steps of 9 Cioo

driver amplitude Acj> was increased to 180°.

Efficient sampling of the torsional degrees of freedom of chains requires

all the dihedral angles to be relaxed during simulation. It becomes a partic¬

ularly difficult task for dihedral angles deep within the chains. For instance,

MMC performs poorlv in that case because, due to leverage effects, only tiny

changes in dihedral angles can lead to reasonable acceptance rates.

In order to assess the capability to relax dihedral angles within the chains,

the number of accepted ParRot attempts for each bonds chosen as driver

angle can be counted. A simulation of long chains (9 Cioo ) depicted in Fig. 1.9
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Monte Carlo Slops Monte Carlo Steps

Figure 1.10: On the left-hand side, diffusion of the centers of mass of the chains

in simulations of 9 Cioo obtained with different combinations of Monte Carlo tech¬

niques. On the right-hand side, diffusion of the centers of mass of the chains in

simulations of 10 C71 .
The straight line is of unit slope and serves as guide.

demonstrates that the acceptance of ParRot moves is hardly affected by the

location of the moving unit. About half as many ParRot moves are accepted

for dihedral angles in the middle of the chain than for those at the extremities.

To our knowledge, none of the presently existing off-lattice Monte Carlo

methods is capable to sample so efficiently all torsional degrees of freedom

regardless of their position within long chains.

A similar assessment has been made for 10C71 (see Fig. 1.9). Here the

distribution of CBMC moves has been included (the depth of the cut has been

tracked). Due to the shorter chains, the relative decrease of accepted ParRot

moves between the middle and the end of the chains is not as pronounced

as in 9doo •
The performance of the CBMC method clearly worsens when

handling bonds deeper in the chains and is only practical for the terminal

dozen bonds or so; it decreases exponentially with the number of bonds for

regrowth.

The mean-square displacement of the center of mass of the chains (r\ 0 m )
constitutes a criterion of long-time and long-distance performance of simula¬

tion techniques. The chain self-diffusion can be extracted when (rfom) be¬

comes proportional to the time. Usually, one expects a reasonable sampling of

the degrees of freedom to be achieved when the center of mass has been moved

over a distance that is large compared to the radius of gyration. Fig. 1.10

monitors the diffusion of the centers of mass of 9C10oand 20 C21 systems

respectively.

ParRot alone provides little towards displacing the center of mass of the
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chains the data for 9 Cioo indicates that the diffusion regime has not vet been

completelv attained after 3 10° moves Introducing Reptation dramaticallv

improves performance Substituting too much CBMC seems to be detri

mental to the progress of the center of mass through space since m the case

of 9Cioo a balanced mixture of Reptation/ParRot satisfactorily competes

with the Reptation/ParRot/CBMC combination

Sciutimzing results obtained for 20 Qu confirms the fact that ParRot is

not efficient at displacing the chains as a whole Combinations of MC moves

comprising CBMC techniques seem to better piomote the diffusion of the

centers of mass Confirming the results of Leontidis et al [9] we observe that

the diffusive behavior of short chains is rather sensitive to the proportion of

CBMC to Reptation moves

1.5 Conclusion

The novel off-lattice Parallel-Rotation (ParRot) method has been demon

strated to be suitable foi the isothermal-isobaric simulation of atomistieally

detailed dense polvmei svsterns especialh for long chains at high density

ParRot operates on the entire chain m contrast to most continuum MC meth¬

ods that operate only on the chain ends oi the chain interior Solutions

finding is extremelv simple because the geometric problem stated in Parallel

Rotation can be solved anahticalh Consequently the ParRot technique is

proved to be computational verv efficient

Furthermore the ParRot technique can be used for polvmer chains of ar

bitrarv chemical structure Smce ParRot considers four consecutive dihedral

angles without attention to the molecular structure between these joints

it can be applied to structures with pendant groups or even branching struc¬

tures and to sv stems w ith arbitrarv bond lengths angles and monomer-unit

sizes

The ParRot algorithm permits changing torsion angles and displacing

laige chain segments that are deeplv inside long chains in dense polvmenc

svstem ParRot enables changes of dihedial angles m the moving unit of up

to 120° and enables the displacements of atoms m the moving chain end of

up to 1 5 \ The number of accepted ParRot moves is hardlv affected bv the

depth of the variable unit m the chains Even in systems with the longest

chains investigated here (C100) the number of successful ParRot attempts in
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the middle of the chains was about half that at the chain ends ParRot thus

provides a most appropriate technique for efficiently sampling all dihedral

angles The Monte Carlo acceptance ratio of the new elementary move is not

very sensitive to the maximal amplitude of change of the driver torsion angle

and can be adjusted to a broad range of values from 5% up to 75%

Special considerations are required in designing the acceptance criterion of

the elementary MC move in order to satisfy the principle of detailed balance

in MC methods Tests prove that this acceptance criterion is correct

ParRot predominantly addresses the issue of moving all torsion angles in

a chain, but is inefficient in displacing the chains as a whole Large rates for

the diffusion of the centers of mass of the chains can only be obtained when

balanced combinations of various Monte Carlo techniques are used
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Chapter 2

Generating Dense Polymer

Structures

2.1 Introduction

All bulk properties of polymers are dependent on a number of different

factors, prominent among them the chemical structure as well as the ar¬

rangement of the macromolecules in a dense packing Since it is very difficult

to completely change the starting structure during the simulation of dense

atomistically detailed polymer systems, one should start with a reasonably

"good" structure The problem consists of creating a packing of chains with

conditions of spatial continuity where the "parent chains," belonging to the

"original box," do not intersect themselves and also do not intersect their

periodic images The task of generating dense polymer systems is formidable

due to the high density and the connectivity of the polymer systems

Much effort has been put into constructing "reasonable" amorphous pack¬

ings starting from atomistic models of single polymer chains Common ap¬

proaches can be roughly divided into four groups The first comprises meth¬

ods that grow chains into dense phases by adding new segments according to

a choice criterion for achieving the target chain properties [18, 19] A second

group starts from coarse "initial guesses" created on a lattice [20] A third

departs from structures with very low densities that are then condensed step

by step during A^pT-MD simulation to experimental densities of polymer

svstems [21, 22, 23, 24] An alternative technique, described recently, starts

by preparing the monomer liquid in the periodic box and then polymerizing
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the monomers to a chain [25] Common to these methods is that the initial

guess structures are subsequently relaxed bv potential energy minimization

or simulated annealing where the temperature is gradually reduced to the

temperature of interest

Today the problem lies still in the ad hoc nature of the initial guess

generation The structuies generated simply do not provide an ensemble m

the statistical-mechanical sense The quality of these structures is very much

a function of the constructor and the care of testing Nevertheless ad hoc

structures can be used today to ad\antage in mechanistic investigations of

macroscopic ally isotiopic amorphous structures

In this chapter we describe an alternative approach for generating polv-

mer chains that avoids severe overlaps and guarantees the chain to obey the

propei chain statistics The idea is to start with a random configuration to

be improved iterativelv bv means of a heuristic search algorithm which ul¬

timately furnishes the target configuration This procedure is known as the

variable taiget function method [26] At each improvement step a horizon

which defines the scope beyond which the atoms are ghosts to each others

is increased to eventually attain its full range where each atom can see all

others Besides this incremental modification of the non bonded interactions

between the atoms the performance of the search algorithm relies heavilv on

the efficiency of the moves used during the exploration in the search space

of the torsion angles Fortunatelv we devised a new efficient method the

PaiRot move [27] for relaxing veiy efficiently torsion angles that are deeply

inside long chains in dense systems Here we proved this move to contribute

to a large extent to the success of our algorithm

As an illustration we applied the method to studv polyethylene molecules

of varying lengths This polymer is widelv used commercially and its struc¬

ture has been studied extensively by a variety of methods Moreover prelim-

maiv lesults give strong evidence for a similar efficiency of our algorithm for

various polymers such as bisphenol-A-poly carbonate and amorphous atactic

polystyrene To demonstrate the efficiency of our new method for large sys¬

tem sizes at high density we generated several realizations for systems of

varying size and the quality of the final conformation has been analysed A

careful analysis of the simulation results indicates a very favorable scaling

behavioui of the computational effort of our new algorithm
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2.2 The Embedding Problem

The problem of constructing dense configurations of polymers can be put

down to the purely geometrical problem of embedding a set of points under a

set of given constraints First, we introduce the General Embedding Problem,

and then we come back to the modeling of polymer chains in our geometrical

framework

A general Geometric Embedding Problem is stated as follows Given a

set of vertices V = {t>i, , vn} and a set of arbitrary geometric constraints,

find coordinate values m Rd for all vertices in V such that all geometric

constraints are satisfied

The function p V -» Rd which assigns each vertex a position is called

an embedding of V in Rd It is admissible, if all geometric constraints are

satisfied In general, a geometric constraint can be any restriction on the

relative positions of two or more vertices, e g a lower or upper bound on the

distance between two vertices, an angle constraint affecting three vertices or

a chirahty constraint defining the orientation of four vertices

The conventional Distance Geometry Problem constitutes a special tvpe

of a general Geometric Embedding Problem Given a set of points and a set

of distance constraints, find an embedding of the points in Rd satisfying all

distance constraints

If chirahty is irrelevant, it is possible to reduce the problem of construct¬

ing a dense configuration of a polvmer to a Distance Geometry Problem

Bond length and bond angle constraints can both be expressed by distance

constraints The excluded volume condition leads to an additional set of

lower distance bounds

There are various techniques to solve the subclass of Distance Geometrj

Problems Many of them have been described in the literature [28] The

Distance Geometry Problem is know to be NP-hard, also shown in [28] Thus,

it is impossible to find the set of solutions systematically in practice, since

there is usually a vast number of degrees of freedom (the number of points

times the dimension d) Therefore, the majority of embedding algorithms

perform heuristic searches in the hy per-space of possible coordinates They

explore the search space by iteratively minimizing a cost function, derived

from the geometric constraints, w hich measures the quality of an embedding

A fundamental idea of heuristic methodology is neighborhood search
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Such an algorithm starts with an arbitrary embedding. A set of neighbor

structures is obtained by local changes such as the displacement of a single

point. The search continues with one of the neighbors, chosen by some search

specific criterion. This step is iterated until a solution is found or the search

is trapped and doesn't change the structure anymore. The various known

heuristic search algorithms differ in the way they generate neighbors and in

the way they select them.

Steepest descent takes the neighbor which reduces the cost function the

most. Unfortunately this rather simple algorithm tends to be trapped in

local minima. To overcome local minima, other algorithms are used such

as the genetic algorithms, simulated annealing or tabu search [29, 30]. The

packing algorithm we present in this chapter makes use of a range of these

search strategies.

2.2.1 Modeling the Polymer Chains

Any molecular system can be uniquely described by the set of cartesian

coordinates for its atoms. Alternatively one can choose to describe the same

system in "internal" coordinates (i.e. bond lengths, bond angles, and torsion

angles).

In the case of polymer chains it has been shown that bond lengths and

bond angles are usually confined to a narrow range about a mean value, and

they can therefore often be considered to be constant for most analyses of

flexible chains. Thus, we restrict ourself by considering the torsion angles

to be the only degrees of freedom for the system. The use of these gener¬

alized coordinates, popularized by Flory [31] and others, permits to reduce

drastically the number of degrees of freedom to be taken into account.

The Rotational Isomeric State (RIS) Model [31, 12] makes possible the

description of the conformational behavior of macromolecules with proper

attention to the details of the chemical structure of the chain. In the RIS

model, the possible values for torsion angles are restricted to sets of discrete

values. These RIS states, together with values for the correlations of two ad¬

jacent torsion angles along the polymer backbone, allow to properly account

for the chemical details of different polymer structures.

To generate dense configurations of polymers, one has to account for the

excluded volume interaction. To catch the essence of the excluded volume
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interaction, we replaced the van der Waals potential function by a hard-

sphere potential This can be done for each atom type by adjusting the

potential parameters to accuratelj approximate the virial equation of state

for the gas of its type [32] The onlj parameter in the hard-sphere potential

is the collision diameter a The hard-sphere potential is a local type of

interaction, and, thus, does not lequire expensive computation time

Infimtelv extended dense systems of polymer chains are usually modeled

by a box that is replicated throughout space to form an infinite lattice of

boxes The periodic box constitutes the target unit cell in which the polymer

chains have to be eventually embedded

Let us summarize the model employed A polymer chain comprises of a

set of hard-spheres being the atoms which are connected together by hard

bonds Two adjacent bonds are coerced to have a fixed bond angle The

only remaining degrees of freedom are the torsion angles, the values of which,

the RIS states, are restrained to a discrete and finite set of possible angles

According to the chemical interactions between consecutive atoms along seg¬

ment of the chain, these discrete RIS states are, to second-order, pairwise

correlated and obey nontnvial distributions

The embedding problem can now be formulated as an optimization prob¬

lem Given a target density, a number of polymer chains, and the correspond¬

ing RIS states with their distribution, we devise an algorithm for finding a

set of torsion angles for which the following conditions hold (l) the density

of the periodic svstem corresponds to the imposed one, (n) the hard-spheres

are not overlapping, (m) the pairwise distribution for the torsion angles is

respected

2.3 The Search Algorithm

The search algorithm presented has been designed to generate
"

good" start¬

ing configurations for dense systems of atomistically detailed molecules We

restrict ourself to the case where all the molecules of a system have the same

covalent structures, but no assumptions is made about the particular cova-

lent structure of a single molecule The s\ stem is considered to be spatially

periodic

The input for our algorithm consists m a template for the molecule's

covalent structure together with a proper RIS model for its torsion angles
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and the number of molecules nm to be packed in the periodic box of side

length L Yve denote bv na the number of atoms of a single molecule

The output of our algorithm is a set of coordinates for the nm na atoms

of the svstem that (1) reduces severe overlaps of atoms (n) matches the given

correlations for the preselected RIS states

2.3.1 The Molecule Description

The onlv degrees of freedom considered are the torsion angles and the position

and the orientation of the chains Since torsion angles can not always be

varied independentiv e g when thev belong to a cvclic substructure such as

a ring of five or six atoms we consider cvclic substructures to be rigid

The use of the so called generalized coordinates facilitates the description

of anv molecular structure We mtroduce rigid groups for the general data

model used for describing the sv stems in our simulations The rigid groups

are sets of atoms whose relative positions cannot be modified by changing

the torsion angles 4 molecular structuie can alwavs be split into a set of

rigid groups connected bv toision angles The bond (with variable torsion

angle) connecting two rigid groups is termed a free bond Rigid groups and

fiee bonds build a tree structure where rigid gioups are the vertices and free

bonds the edges This data structure takes advantage of the decomposition

in a tree structure (see section 2 5 1)

4 ngid group </!' = {rj r\/} is defined as the set of relative co¬

ordinates Tj for the V, atoms comprised in the rigid group Because the

relative coordinates of the atoms are not changed by isometries m R3 g'1'
rather lepresents the class of atom coordinates related to each other by all

three dimensional totations T l e T G SO(3) To construct the config¬

uration of a molecule the algonthm travelses the tree and attaches everv

group encountered according to the current torsion angle The tree structure

is composed of nt free bonds and in the absence of cvclic structures nt + 1

rigid groups (see Fig 2 1) A vector of n% values for the torsion angles three

Euler angles and a position vector are sufficient to describe the molecules

orientation and location

In conclusion we can entirely describe a molecule % bv a set of rigid groups

gj! and a set degrees of freedom given bv

DM = |rW Q(.) j(.) 7W $W $Wi (2 l)
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FIGURE 2 1 Tree view of a molecule Rigid groups of atoms are nodes connected

by free rotatable torsion angles

where rjj denotes an origin vector for the chain, a'*\ 0^\"f^ the Euler

angles and <£/ $„, the \alues of the nt freeh rotatable torsion angles

Then, a svstem of nm molecules is specified b\ D = {£)*'' £)("»)}

2.3.2 The Optimization Target

A ieahstK stiuctute is chaiacten/ed bv the absence of severe overlaps between

the atoms To assess the qualitv of an "embedding" we introduce a cost func¬

tion inspired b\ the hard-spheie tvpe of interaction The collision function

"collQ" between two atoms is measured as the fiactional o\eilap of the two

hard spheres relative to the sum of the two hard spheies radii

coll(A; /) = max <M), 1
rk - n H

ri + rf
(2 2)

where r£ and r,0 are the hard spheres radii for the atoms k and I re&pectiveh,

and rit and r^ their location The distance || r^ — n ||l is measured according

to the minimal image comention [33] for a s\stem in a box of side length L

It is haidh possible in practice to find a leasonable configuration b\

starting any search with a random conformation and taking into account all
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collisions from the beginning Furthermore a small change of one torsion

angle can cause a large numbei of atoms to move and consequentlv many

collisions to arise

To overcome this problem, -we propose to reduce at first the number of

consideied collisions and to gradually increase that number to eventually

include the full range of interactions among the atoms This can be achieved

b\ limiting the "horizon" h bevond which pairs of atoms are "ghosts" to each

others If two atoms of the same molecule are considered, thev are linked

bv a series of free bonds If the number of free bonds along the shortest

path joining these two atoms is larger than the hon/on value h, the collision

contribution of this atom pair is ignored

In the case of a pair of atoms belonging to different molecules, the mter-

molecular collision is considered onlv if the distance to the molecule center of

both atoms is below half the horizon value h (called "Intermolecular \ND"

method) That wav collisions between atoms near the center of a molecule

can be eliminated in earh stages of the search There are different approaches

to defining the horizon for intermolecular collisions One is to consider col¬

lisions if the distance to the molecule centei of only one of the two atoms is

below half the horizon \alue (called "Inteimolecular OR" method) Another

wa\ is to treat them as if the\ would belong to the same molecule (called
' Intermolecular distance" method)

The overall cost function cost(D, h) of an "embedding" is defined as the

maximum \alue of the collision function ovei all possible atom pairs within

a guen horizon h The cost function leads

<ot>t(D,h) = max coll(M) (2 3)
(k l) atom pair v. ithin h

The -value of the cost function can be large even though onlv a single pair of

atoms overlaps

Besides the collisions between atoms, the RIS model is also accounted for

duimg the search as we will demonstrate later In the RIS model [12], the

set of discrete RIS states {0,} is completed bv a set of statistical weights

matrices for pairs of interdependent RIS states The search space for the

toision angles $, comprises narrow intervals of n, discrete angles around the

RIS values {d>,}
The exponential size of our search space and the NP-complete character

of the search problem make an exhaustive search for an optimum of a cost
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function impractical. We need to devise a heuristic search method to find

the best approximation to the optimum.

2.3.3 The Optimization Strategy

Our optimization algorithm consists of an outei loop and an innei loop to be

iterated during the search. Efficient methods for moving the torsion angles

allow to scrutini7e the search space at each stage inside those two loops.

Collision limit

Torsion angle

Torsion angle

Figure 2.2: Sketch illustrating the optimization of a single move- All angles

outside RIS intervals or with maximum collision above the collision limit are elim¬

inated. The algorithm selects one of the remaining angles according to their prob¬

abilities.

The moves of torsion angles in\ oh e from one (single rotation move) up

to four torsion angles (ParRot move). Depending on the kind of move that is

performed, a certain number of atoms do not change their relative positions.

Collisions among those atoms are not affected by the move, and because only
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the maximal collision is of importance, there is no need to recalculate them

after a move

The search algorithm addresses the problem of minimization of the cost

function cost(Z) h) under the constraint of the RIS model Since the collision

calculation is carried out onlv between pairs of atoms within a given "hori¬

zon" h, a modified cost function cost(D, h) is considered at each stage of the

optimization algorithm Besides this maximal collision measure, a probab-

rhtv associated with everv combination of torsion angles can be calculated

from the RIS probabihty model If a move is attempted where a particular

toision angle $, is modified, the given RIS probability permits to calculate

the relative frequency prob(Z), $j) for this new configuration to occur The

probability measure 'probQ depends on the local configuration of torsion

angles around the angle </>, The two types of optimization constraints are

controlled bv two parameters the horizon h and the collision limit cgoai

The following procedure is applied at each stage of the search The basic

optimization step consists of the optimization of all torsion angles in random

order \\ hen a torsion angle <t>, is chosen, the algorithm systematicallv scans

the set of its RIS states, and attempts to eliminate all the values of (j>, that

cause collisions that exceed the value cgoai In a second step, the algorithm

picks one value foi <p, of the remaining values according to its RIS probabil¬

ities prob(Z) <!>,) If none of the RIS states decreases the collision below the

threshold cgoai then the one angle giving the lowest collision value is chosen

(see Fig 2 2) The parameter cgoal is analogous to a temperature parameter

in a phvsical sv stem It permits to overcome cost function barriers

2.3.4 The Search Loops

The search starts with an arbitrary structure In the innermost loop, the

molecular structure is iterativelv improved bv performing optimization steps

based on different tvpes of moves The iteration continues until the collision

function coll(D, h) attains a lower limit Explicitly we have
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procedure Optimize(D,r90a!,/i),

begin

repeat

forall move G set of moves do

OptimizationStep(Z), move, cgoai,h),
endfor

until (cost(Z>, h) < cgmi) or configuration D not changed,

end.

If none of the attempted optimization steps can decrease cost (D, h) be¬

low Cg0ai, it means that the search path is trapped in a (almost certainly

local) minimum To overcome the barriers of the cost function, we opted for

a local shaking of the system similar to a sudden increase in temperature

which would randomize the system The "shake" procedure consists in an

instantaneous increase of the collision limit cgoai followed by a step by step

reduction of cgoal until its original value is reached again The
" shake" pro¬

cedure turns out to be a robust method to escape local minima It can be

described as

procedure Shake(D,cS0(1(,/i),

begin

Usave ^ -^A

Cshake «- (cOSt(D, h) + C0gset),

repeat

Optirmze(D,cs/Mlte,h),
if cost(D, h) < cshake then cshake <- (cshake - Cdetu),

until cshake < cgotti or configuration D not changed,

if coat(Daave, h) < cost(£>, h) then D «- Dsave,

end.

In the case where the "shake" algorithm fails to improve the structure,

the procedure automatically returns the original structure

We now have all ingredients to formulate the complete embedding al¬

gorithm At the beginning, the horizon h is set to zero In other words, no

collisions are taken into account The starting configuration is constructed

by choosing torsion angle values according to the RIS probabilities Then

the centers of gravity of the chains are spread evenly throughout the box

This procedure easily applies to ghost chains

The outer loop consists of increasing the horizon h by an amount hsteV
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until h reaches its maximum w here all possible collision pairs are considered

For each \alue of h, an optimization step is performed If one of those

optimization steps does not succeed, the 'shake" procedure is used To

summarize the entire algorithm

procedure Hoii7onLoop(Z) cgoo()

begin

Constiuct a appropriate starting structure D

for h <— 0 to hmax by step hstep do

trial <— 1

repeat

Optimize(D, Cg0ai h)
if cost(D h) > csoal then

Shdke(D,cgoal h)

endif

trial <— (trial + 1)

until trial > trialmax or cost(Z) h) < cgoai

endfor

end.

Since the efficient of the algorithm stronglv relies on the capabilities of

the moves performed at each optimization stages to relax the torsion angles,

a careful choice of those moves is necessary

2.3.5 Optimization Moves

Five moves have been used in out algorithm The simplest one in the fiame-

vvork of generalized coordinates is to modify one torsion angle at a time, it

is called a single rotation (see Fig 2 3) Despite its simplicity, this move suf¬

fers major drawbacks First the displacement of atoms far from the rotating

angles can be tremendous especiallv when the torsion angle lies m a long

chain Second the rotating part of the molecule changes its orientation with

regard to the periodic box This change of orientation on its ow n can cause

severe atom overlaps due to the periodicity

Fortunatelv, an alternative the ParRot move, has lately been devised

[27] The ParRot move alleviates the pioblem of moving torsion angles in

long chains without creating seveie atom overlaps In section 2 4, we describe

the ParRot move which we mtensivelv used in our optimization scheme
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<J>2

$0

J®

Rotation of a single torsion ansle Parallel Rotation

Rotation ot the entne molecule

Translation of the entire molecule Rotation of a rigid group

Figure 2.3: Moves used by the packing algorithm.

The two next moves treat a single rigid object. The entire molecule can

be translated by a small displacement vector, or rotated around its center of

mass (see Fig. 2.3). The first move modifies the global position of the chain,

the second one its orientation. No torsion angles are changed.

The last move has been introduced to account for specific molecular struc¬

tures. Certain polvmer chains consist of rings along their backbone. The rigid

group comprising the ring is connected to its neighboring rigid group by two

collinear bonds. In this case, when the two torsion angles around the ring

are varied by the same amount but in opposite directions, the ring merely

rotates isolated from the rest of the molecule. This group rotation move is

necessary for particular molecular structures.
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2.4 The Parallel Rotation Move

\o satisfactorv sampling moves for the torsional degrees of freedom of long

chains in a dense environment have yet been devised [9] The efficiency of

the presented embedding algorithm relies parth on sampling moves capable

of relaxing all the torsion angles along a polymer chain, even in a dense

environment For the sake of generality, we require the moves used in our

algorithm to be performable on am possible chemical structure

The Parallel Rotation (ParRot) move is described in detail in the original

reference [27] The ParRot mo\e has been tailored to permit the displacement

of verv long chain segments in avoiding the leveiage effect occurrmg when

moving one single torsion angle This can be achieved if all the atoms of

the moving segment of a chain are displaced bv the same vector naraeh the

orientation of the moved segment remains the same as that in its original

position

\ t\ pical ParRot move consists of the follow ing steps (i) a bond w ith

torsion angle of initial value d>o is selected within the chain, (n) one of the

two chain parts starting from that bond is selected and the direction vectors

u and u± defining its orientation are calculated (in) a new value 0oev* is

assigned to this torsion angle, (iv) sets of new values (j>1'w,<j>2n and (f>':i'w for

the three torsion angles (fry,d>2,<l>z consecutive to d>0 on the side of the moving

chain part are calculated so that u and Ux remain unchanged Only the four

values {ct>o,<t>i ^21^3} are changed during the move In this formulation, we

will use the torsion angle (j>0 as the 'driver angle' for the ParRot move

For the thiee unknown torsion angles {<J>!ew </>2ew $3"}, a system of two

equations dictated bv the molecular geometry, can be specified They ac¬

count for the constraints of both the vectors u and Ui being constant for the

ParRot move We have

u = %")%"*)%"*)% = TW%)TW% (2 4)

uL = T(C)T(r)T(ft")T(^')es = T(4)T(^)T(^)T(^)et? 5)

where the rotation T(<j>) = Rx(</>)Rz(7r + 9) - as defined bv Mattice and

Suter [12] - is composed of two rotatrons specifving the transformation of a

vector in the frame of reference of bond % + 1 into the frame of bond 1 The

angle 0 denotes the bond angle between the bond 1 and 1 + 1 that must not

necessarily be the same for all the bond junctions Solving Eq (1 2) provides
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us with a solution for <j>2 which reads

cos #! cos 02 ~

cos <p{" = —^- '- (2 6)
sin 02 sin 0i

where vx is the x-component of the vector v(^Jjew, <j>0,4>i,<p2) = T(^5ew)^1u(0o,
Eq (2 6) has either zero, one, or two solutions depending if the absolute value

of its right-hand side is larger than, equal to, or smaller than 1

Upon substituting the values of <j>w into Eq (2 5), one obtains a single

equation giving for each value of <f>"2"" a corresponding value for (j>\ being

the unique solution of the linear equation

(2 7)
cos <t>'l"" a -b 1 v»

sin (f)""" b a l-vl vz

where the parameters a = sin 9\ cos 02 + cos (j>"w + cos 0! sin 02 and b =

sin 02 sin fy are depending on the new value for the second torsion angle

For each existing solution of Eq (2 6), Eq (2 7) has exactly one solution

Consequently the number of possible sets of torsion angles fulfilling the con¬

dition in Eq (2 5) can be analytically determined to be either zero, one, or

two, by solving Eq (2 6) (a typical set of trajectories of the moving torsion

angles for a driving angle varying from 0 to 2tt and the relative distance to

the original position of the moving chain segment are shown in Santos et

al [27]) Note that this displacement is the same for all the moved atoms

beyond the third flexible bond and that its amplitude for a varying driving

torsion angle almost always remains below the typical van der Waals radius

of the involved atoms

The proposed embedding algorithm has as target the distribution of tor¬

sion angles To ensure the distribution to be the expected one, one has to

correct for the bias in the choice of the torsion angles introduced by the

ParRot move This bias results from the concerted movement of the four

involved torsion angles that are formally independent of each other For

instance, a uniform distribution for the driving angle does not lead to a uni¬

form distribution for the three driven torsion angles A relative weight, the

Jacobian weight [8], for a set of torsion angles that is a solution of Eq (2 6)

and Eq (2 7), has to be considered in the choice of a configuration This

Jacobian weight is given by [27]

J{<h U (Ui X u2) (2 8)
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wheie Ui and 112 are the unit bond vectors at the torsion angles fa and fa,

respectively

To conclude we have devised a new simple and robust move for the

degrees of freedom that has been shown [27] to be very efficient in relaxing

all the torsion angles e\ en deeply inside a long chain in a dense environment

2.5 Computational Aspects

Besides the algorithmic aspects of the embedding problem three relevant

implementation aspects, w hich can endanger the computational efficiency of

the algorithm, are worth mentioning

2.5.1 The Data Structure

The information needed to describe the molecules can be split into a static

and a d\namic part On the one hand the co\alent structure of the molecules

remains unchanged during the embedding process Thus, information about

rigid groups and rotatable torsion angles connecting them is static It must

be stored onlv once for a unique template of the structure of one molecule

since we are dealing with identical molecules

Each rigid group comprises a list of atoms together with the relative

position of those atoms within the group Two pairs of atoms each, belonging

to a different rigid group suffices to define the torsion angle between the

two groups The list of torsion angles defines the connectivity of the entire

molecule

On the other hand the d\ namic information is specific to the conforma¬

tion of the molecules and, thus must be stored for each molecule individual^

e\en for identical molecules These data are composed of the \alues of the

torsion angles supplemented with the location and orientation of the mo¬

lecule as a whole The cartesian coordinates of the atoms can be gamed from

both the static and the dynamic data

2.5.2 Detecting Atom Collisions

Having to consider atom pair interactions usualK leads to calculations where

most of the computational effort is spent in detecting atom collisions It is
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thus, very important to optimize this procedure

This effort can be drastically reduced by introducing a grid which divides

the simulation box into cubic cells of edge length w The grid spacing is

chosen in such a way that potentially colliding atom pairs can only be found

in either the same or two neighbor cells This is tantamount to say that w

must be greater or equal to twice the maximal hard sphere radius rmax This

choice ensures that collisions among atoms that are more that one cell apart

are impossible Since w is independent of the problem size, the volume of

these cells and the average number of atoms in one cell are constant To find

atoms colliding with a specified one, exactly 27 cells need to be scrutinized

Thus, because only atoms involved in a move have to be checked for new

collisions, the time to determine the overall maximal collision after a move

scales linearly with the number of moved atoms

A further improvement of the devised grid algorithm can be exploited in

our case As described in section 2 3 3, at each stage of the search, an new

embedding is chosen accordingly to its associated RIS probability among a

set of embeddings in which the maximum collision value is below the current

collision limit cgoat The collision of two hard spheres of radii rx and r2,

respectively, is defined as (rj + r2 - d)/{r\ + r2) where d is the distance

between the two atoms Therefore the upper limit dmax of d of two atoms

generating a collision value larger than csoal is given by

dmax = 2(n + r2)(l - cgoal) (2 9)

As collisions below cgoai need not to be detected, a grid of cells of width

w = dmax suffices for a given cgoai In our algorithm, the grid is dynamically

updated to adapt to the current value cgoa[ The number of atoms in one

cell decreases as 1/cL,,,, which accordingly speeds up the collision detection

Such an adaptable grid greatly improves the efficiency of the algorithm

2.5.3 Choice of a Starting Configuration

The initial choice of a suitable set of torsion angles plays a role in the behavior

of our iterative search algorithm To ensure proper convergence, a starting

structure must obey the constraints given by the RIS model Since at the

first stage no collisions among atoms are considered (h = 0), the initial set of

torsion angles can be chosen regardless of the overlaps between atom pairs
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\ biased random choice of this set among the RIS states permits to account

foi the RIS model

\ tvpical final embedding exhibits a homogeneous distribution of atom

masses within the box This can be enforced bv choosing a starting config¬

uration where the atoms are more 01 less evenh distributed in the available

space and comes down to placing the centeis-of-mass of the molecules evenlv

throughout the simulation box, which can be achieved at very low computa¬

tional costs at the stage where h = 0

2.5.4 Implementation

The embedding algorithm has been implemented as a comprehensive and

user-fnendlv tool for generating proper embeddings for any molecular struc¬

tures This softwaie bundle encompasses three tools
'

mdf2pp", "polvpack"

\isual -version, "poKpack" batch -version, and finally
'

pohstat"

The first stage of any molecular simulation consists m creating a tem¬

plate for the molecular structure to be simulated In our case, as only sys¬

tems of homogeneous material are considered a unique template for one of

the molecules suffices We assume this stiucture template to complj to the

\ISI/Bios\m file formats of '

mdf/cai' files "mdf2pp" is a conversion pro¬

gram that parses a mdf" file and produces the tree representation needed

bv the "polypack' softwaie bundle It anaKses the co\alent structure of

the "mdf -file to isolate the rigid groups fiom the torsion angles In a first

step all cvcles m the molecule are marked The non-marked bonds linking

more than one atom to the molecule are labeled as free bonds The obtained

set of fiee bonds defines a unique decomposition of the molecule into rigid

groups In a second step, the corresponding "car"-file is used to define the

three dimensional structure of each identified rigid gioup The result of these

operations is stored as a description file It contains the rigid group decom¬

position of the molecule, the atoms' hard sphere radii and the RIS states for

each torsion angle together with their probabilities and pairwise correlations

matnces

The implementation called "PolvPack" of our embedding algorithm is

available in a command line version convenient for batch jobs as well as in a

visual interactive version PolvPack" uses the rigid group decomposition to

produce a set of coordinates for one or more instances of the given molecule
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packed in a periodic box. The density, i.e., the extension of the periodic box

and the number of molecules to be packed, are parameters of the "polypack"

program.

A tool called "polystat" analyses coordinate files produced by "polypack",

and computes overlap statistics as well as torsion angle and correlation dis¬

tributions which can then be compared to the target data.

2.6 Results and Discussion

We tested our packing algorithm by applying it to systems of polyethylene

molecules of various sizes at density 0.8>92g/cm3. First, we measured the

scaling behavior of the computing time with respect to the number of chains

and the length of these chains. Secondly, we tested the effects of single

methods included in our algorithm by packing the same system first with

and then without the specific method. Thirdly we ascertained the effect¬

iveness of different moves at different stages of the embedding process. To

test the accuracy of the resulting structures, we measured their maximum

overlaps and the agreement of the distribution of the torsion angles with the

distributions given by the RIS model.

2.6.1 Theoretical Time Complexity

The time complexity of an algorithm is defined as the computing time re¬

quired as a function of the size of the problem to be solved. In our case

the input size is defined as the total number of degrees of freedom, i.e. the

number of torsion angles nm nt. The total number of atoms or the total

number of free bonds are proportional to the number of degrees of freedom

for realistic molecules, since the size of rigid groups is independent of the

problem size and varies from two to a maximum of about 30 atoms. To get

more detailed results, we regard the number of molecules nm and the number

of torsion angles per molecules nt separately.

The execution of a single move consists of the rotation of a set of atoms

and the computation of the new maximum collision after the move. The

mean number of rotating atoms is proportional to the size of the molecule

nt. The number of pairs of atoms which need to be checked for new collisions

is proportional to nm ra(2 since all rotating atoms have to be checked against
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all atoms in the system The introduction of a grid (see section 2 5 2) reduces

the cost of the collision check procedure to the order nt The complexity of

the execution of a single move is thus proportional to nt

A single torsion angle is optimized by performing moves for a constant

number of angles given by the RIS model Therefore, its complexity remains

proportional to nt The time needed to optimize all nm nt torsion angles is

thus of the order nm r?t
The number of optimization steps performed at a fixed horizon value is

dependent on the characteristics of the problem Anyhow, we assume that

it is constant in order to be able to give an estimation on the total time

complexity of the packing algorithm The horizon loop is executed hmax

times Since hmax is proportional to nt, we end up with a total complexity

of the order nm n\

2.6.2 Measured Time Complexity

We applied our packing method on systems of polyethylene molecules in

order to study its scaling behavior with respect to the number of chains and

the length of these chains

1000000 i 1 1—r -c==-i—I I i u-H

1 10 100

Number of chains

Figure 2 4 Relative computing time with respect to the number of chains of the

system
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Figure 2.5: Relative computing time with respect to the chain lengths.

On a bi-logarithmic scale, a polynomial time complexity is represented

by a straight line. Its gradient equals the order of the asymptotic growth.

Fig. 2.4 shows the growth of computing time with respect to the number of

chains. The computational effort with respect to the length of the chains

is shown in Fig. 2.5. For large systems, the points lie almost perfectly on a

straight line. The relative computing time t is thus polynomial both in the

number of molecules nm and the length of the molecules nt:

t a n„ nt (2.10)

with km = 1.5 ± 0.2 and kt = 2.8 ± 0.2. These values are close to the

theoretically predicted values km = 1 and kt = 3 worked out in the previous

section. The reason why they differ comes from the fact, that the number of

optimization steps needed at each fixed horizon value is indeed dependent on

the characteristics of the problem. Attention should be paid to the fact that

the complexity of the packing algorithm is polynomial although the search

space, that is, the number of possible conformations, grows exponentially

with the number of degrees of freedom. As an example for the absolute CPU

effort, a system of 50 polyethylene chains of 100 repeat units with a box

size of 50 Angstroms could be successfully packed in 3 days on a SGI-R5000

workstation.
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Figure 2 6 Effects of various methods on the maximum collision value of the

generated packings

2.6.3 Effects of Packing Techniques

In previous sections, we described a variety of methods to improve the pack¬

ing of macromolecules The most important techniques are parallel rotation

(ParRot), shake, and the introduction of a horizon parameter Since most

of these methods have a heuristic character, it is hard to predict their effect

on the convergence of the algorithm We thus measured and compared their

performances on a given system of 10 polyethylene chains of 50 repeat units

each (1520 atoms)

We packed the system 20 times, each time with a different starting con¬

formation, using the packing algorithm described in this chapter Each run

produced a packing with a final maximum collision value We denote the

average over these collision values by co To measure the effectiveness of a

method m, we excluded the method from the packing algorithm The av¬

erage overlap produced by 20 runs of the reduced algorithm is termed cm

Fig 2 6 shows the value cm
— Co for different methods as well as the stand¬

ard deviation sm of the collision values produces by the 20 runs A value

Cm — Co which is noticeably larger than the standard deviation sm indicates

that method m is able to reduce the maximum collision value significantly

The methods "Intermolecular OR" and "Intermolecular distance" define dif-
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Figure 2 7 Effect of the variation of the horizon step size hstep on the maximum

collision values of the generated packings

ferent ways how to omit intermolecular collisions using a horizon parameter

(see section 2 3 2) Since the method "Intermolecular AND" produces the

best results, it is used in our algorithm (called "Reference" in Fig 2 6)

In section 2 3 4 the parameter hstep was introduced It defines the amount

by which the horizon parameter h is increased during the outermost loop of

the packing algorithm Since the chains of our test system consist of 50

repeat units, the maximum value for the horizon parameter hmax is 50 If

k3tep is 1, the system is optimized for all horizon values from 0 up to 50

This strategy is very time consuming, but it produces the most accurate

results On the other hand, if hstep is 50, the concept of a horizon parameter

is eliminated since the system is optimized considering all atom collisions

from the beginning Fig 2 7 presents the average over collision values of 20

runs, as well as their standard deviation for several step sizes ranging from 1

to 50 Clearly, the value chosen for hstep must be carefully balanced against

the computing time required
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Figure 2 8 Success rate of moves with respect to the horizon value

2.6.4 Effects of Moves

As mentioned in section 2 3 5, our algorithm makes use of five different moves

We measured the effectiveness of a particular move as the ratio of the number

of moves successful in improving the system (reduce the collision) relative

to the total number of times it was employed during the packing process

Fig 2 8 shows the success ratio for all moves described with respect to the

value of the horizon parameter As expected [27], the ParRot move outper-

formes the other moves, especially at the late stages of the packing process

when most of the collisions are considered

2.6.5 Accuracy of Results

The accuracy of a structure is measured by two criteria, the maximum overlap

of spheres and the accordance of the distribution of the torsion angles with

the distributions given by the RIS model

The test system, 10 chains of polyethylene composed of 50 repeat units

each, at a density of 0 S92g/cm3, contains 1520 atoms and 490 degrees of

freedom (rotatable torsion angles) According to the standard RIS model of

polyethylene, torsion angles on the backbone are limited to three RIS states

Thus, there are nine states two adjacent angles can occupy as a pair The

RIS a priori probabilities for these states to occur are shown in Fig 2 9 as

white bars
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FIGURE 2 9 Agreement of angle distributions with given RIS probabilities for 10

different packings of polyethylene 50

We generated 10 different structures of the above system The mean value

over the maximum overlaps of these 10 structures was 0 216, which means

a maximal encountered atom overlap of 21 6 percent of their hard core radii

on average The average distribution overall all pairs of torsion angles of

all computed structures is shown in Fig 2 9 as black bars The horizontal

bar indicates the mean value while the vertical bar represents the standard

deviation The figure shows that our packing algorithm is able to reproduce

a given distribution accurately even at hight densities

Another way to assess the end structure after packing is to minimize the

total system energy (with flexible bond lengths, bond angles, and continuous

torsion angles) using an appropriate force field, and then to compare the three

dimensional shape before and after the minimization A small difference

between the two structures shows that the geometric constraints imposed

in the packing algorithm form an appropriate model for the bonded and

nonbonded forces The conformation of a system of five polyethylene chains

of 200 repeat units before and after energy minimization is shown in Fig 2 10

(parent chains only) The local remaining overlaps between atom pairs are

removed during the minimization procedure without significantly modifying

the chain conformation This is to say that, for instance, the end-to-end

distance or gyration radius, which are strongly dependent on the RIS model,
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Figure 2.10: Conformation of a dense system of 5 chains of polyethylene 200

before (black) and after (gray) energy minimization (only the parent chains are

shown, p = 0.892ff/cm3).

are free of the perturbations suffered in the usual packing approaches. The

new algorithm can faithfully reproduce a desired dihedral angle distribution,

provided by RIS models or possibly experimental results.

2.7 Conclusion

We described and analysed a new packing algorithm to generate realistic

starting structures of dense polymer systems for Molecular Dynamics and

Monte Carlo simulations. The algorithm handles arbitrary, atomistically

detailed molecules in the space of generalized coordinates.

We demonstrated that the presented algorithm is able to generate dense

packings of polyethylene that do not show large atomic overlaps and agree

with given torsion angle statistics. The test systems range from 1 chains

of 10 repeat units to 100 chains of 200 repeat units. The CPU effort on a

"normal" workstation typically spans a couple of hours to a couple of days.
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For instance, a system of 50 polyethylene chains of 100 repeat units with a

box size of 50 Angstroms could be successfully packed in 3 days on a not

very modern SGI workstation.

The CPU effort of the packing algorithm is polynomial in both, the num¬

ber of molecules to embed and the length of the molecules. We have demon¬

strated that the packing time for the polyethylene system scales with a power

of 2.8 in the chain length and with a power of 1.5 in the number of chains.

The algorithm performes an iterative search in the space of conformations

of polymers. The heuristic search procedure makes use of various techniques,

such as a horizon parameter for weakening the hard sphere potential, and a

"shaking" technique to avoid the search to remain attracted to local minima

in search space. Furthermore, we showed how the newly proposed ParRot

move [27] significantly contributes to the success of the packing algorithm.

The new approach to packing consists in considering a local energy model

for bonded interactions formulated in the RIS paradigm. Generated polymer

structures result from an optimal balance between obeying RIS correlations

for adjacent RIS states and avoiding repelling interactions between non bon¬

ded atom pairs.

Results obtained with bisphenol-A-polycarbonate and with amorphous

isotactic polystyrene, yet unpublished, indicate the general applicability of

the method that goes beyond the simple molecular structure of polyethylene.
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Chapter 3

Dense Chains of Constant

Curvature

3.1 Introduction

All bulk properties of polymers are dependent on a number of different

factors, prominent among them the chemical structures as well as the ar¬

rangement of the macromolecules in a dense packing [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]

Since it is very difficult to completely change the starting structure during

the simulation of dense atomisticallv detailed polymer systems, one should

start with a reasonably "good" structure The problem consists of creating

a packing of chains with conditions of spatial continuity where the "parent

chains," belonging to the "original box," do not intersect themselves and

also do not intersect their periodic images The problem of generating dense

polymer systems is formidable due to high density and the connectivity of the

polymer systems For crystal structures this can be systematically achieved

[40, 41], for amorphous structures, however, there is no generally satisfactory

method available

Much effort has been put into constructing "reasonable" amorphous pack¬

ings starting from atomistic models of single polymer chains Common ap¬

proaches can be roughlj divided mto three groups the first comprises meth¬

ods that grow chains into dense phases by adding new segments according to

a Metropolis criterion [42, 43, 44], a second group starts from coarse "initial

guesses" created on a lattice [45, 46, 47, 48], a third departs from structures

with very low densities that are then condensed step by step during NpT-MD
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simulation to experimental densities of polymer systems [49] An alternative

techniques, described recenth, starts bv preparing the monomer liquid in the

periodic box and then pohmenzing the monomers to from a chain [25] Com¬

mon to these methods is that the "initial guess" structures are subsequently

relaxed b\ potential energj minimization or simulated annealing where the

temperature is gradually reduced to the temperature of inteiest

Today the problem lies still in the ad hoc nature of the initial guess gen¬

eration The structures generated simph do not provide an ensemble in the

statistical mechanical sense The quality of these structures is verv much

a function of the constructor and the care of testing Nevertheless, today

ad hoc structures can be used to advantage in mechanistic investigations of

macroscopicalh isotropic amoiphous structures In recent vears manv atom¬

istic simulations using ad hoc structures have been carried out in the area of

polvmer guest systems, most of which have focussed on the calculation of the

diffusion coefficient and transport phenomena of simple gases in amorphous

polvmers [50 51, 52 53, 54 55, 56, 57 58] We will review here two recent

developments in methods for generating amorphous packing

3.2 Linear Chains of Constant Curvature

The overall static properties of flexible polvmers can be deduced from the geo-

metrv of their backbone if properlv, parametrized for their chemical structure

[59, 60, 61] Considering linear chains without chemical structure tremend¬

ously simplifies the nature of the polvmer configuration to be generated

The loss of information about the chemical details of the macromolecules,

however, has to be, in a later stage, recovered by reconstructing the atom-

lsticallv detailed chain This procedure of "inverse mapping" has been suc¬

cessfully applied to lattice models [45, 46, 47, 48] and has a simple extension

to more complicated polvmers [61, 62] here, we focus on an alternative ap¬

proach, in which the mesoscopic properties of the macromolecules such as

the stiffness of the chains and their scaling behavior are maintained during

a dramatic structural simplification
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3.3 From Atomistic to Continuous Model

The novel approach, proposed for generating starting configurations of amorph¬

ous dense polymeric systems, departs from a continuous vector field and its

stream lines The stream lines of continuous vector fields never intersect If

the backbones of linear polymer chains can be associated with such stream

lines, the property of the stream lines partly alleviates the problem of ex¬

cluded volume, which - due to high density and connectivity - constitutes

the major barrier to an efficient packing method of dense polymeric systems

This intrinsic
"

repulsive contact" can be compared to an athermal hardcore

potential Considering stream lines immensely simplifies the problem

Since a finite segment of a stream line can start at every location of a

vector field, the choice of the starting points for a set of stream lines alone

determines their configuration By simply choosing different starting points,

it is possible to generate different configurations of linear chains - the stream

lines - from a given vector field As it turns out that the "excluded volume"

condition is fulfilled for any number of stream lines, the choice of density for

the stream lines to be generated can be made independently of the vector

field

The stream lines of a plain vector field, however, do not have a polymerlike

behavior in general The problem, then, consists of generating a vector field

whose stream lines have the mesoscopic properties of real polymers

In order to investigate a continuous vector field, one first needs to para¬

meterize this continuum of vectors Since one is interested in the stream lines,

only unit vectors indicating the direction of propagation of the stream lines

are relevant here Thus, it is sufficient to employ a set of spatially varying

polar coordinates <j>(x) G [0, ir) and </p(x) G [0, 2n) for describing the vector

field The vector field can be written as

sin <j> cos ip

sin if> sm tp

cos (A

<x) G R modulo ttZ, ip{x) » modulo 2nZ (3 1)

Note that this choice implies that the vectors always point in a well-defined

direction, avoiding singularities of the stream lines So far, the vector field is

given m terms of fields <f)(x) and <p(x.), which are not vet known Thus, one

needs to express these two scalar fields in subsumable discrete coordinates

Various complete sets of basis functions exist, but for the purpose at hand
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onh periodic functions in the simulation box T can be used (r denoting the

periodic box of the atomisticallv detailed svstem) Fourier functions have

the added advantage of conforming to well-defined length scales Denoting

the expansion coefficients of d>(x) and <p(x) in this basis set bv {oj, j /}

and {aZ, j £ /}, respectively, the scalar field <p(x), for instance, reads

M11\H<NX .

p(x)= £ o*exp(|^n x (3 2)

n_(*. Im)
^ r '

where Lr denotes the linear si/e of the simulation box T, Nx the linear cutoff

in the mode decomposition of the scalar field, and i the imaginary unit For

a periodic simulation box of unit side length, the reciprocal space of the

Fourier mode is a 3-dimensional cubic grid, the lattice points of which have

integer components ranging between - \\ and fy> Since the vectors of the

vector field onlv have real components, the effective number of independent

Fourier coefficients is restricted bv the additional conditions that at = —a*

and di = — aj;

The stream lines of a vector field v(x) are those trajectories where the

\ector v(x) is tangential to the path In analogv to trajectories of atoms

subject to the influence of a Haimltonian the stream lines obev an equation

of motion' of first order gnen bv

£x(0=v(x(s)) (3 3)
as

the solution of which is uniquelj determined bv the starting point x(a =

0) = x0 The major difference to equations of motion of atoms, however,

lies in the fact that the vector field does not need to be defined as the gradient

of a scalar function Note that, since the vector field has been choosen so

that || v(x) \\2= v(x(i)) v(x(s)) = 1 one automatically obtains

-fv(x(6)) v(x(s))| =0 (3 4)
as lr

over the entne domain T on which the vector field is defined, which means

that the changes of direction of the stream lines are alwavs perpendicular to

the stream lines themselves This property will be used later on

The vector field entirelv and umqueh determines the stieam lines and

then properties \s we focus our attention on the mesoscopic properties
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of stream lines, assuming that thev can resemble a polymer-like amorph¬

ous packing of chain backbones, we have to consider in greater details their

intrinsic properties In the next section, a model for generating packing

structures of Porod-Kratkv chains is elaborated

3.4 Dense Configurations of Porod-Kratky Chains

The most austere representation of a polymer backbone considers continuous

space curves v. ith a persistence in their tangent direction The Porod-Kratky

model [63, 64] for a chain molecule incorporates the concept of constant

curvature Co everywhere on the chain skeleton, c0 being dependent on the

chemical structure of the polymer It is frequentlv referred to as the worm¬

like chain, and detailed studies of this model have already appeared in the

literature [65, 66, 67] In this model, we intend to account for the pohmer-hke

behavior of stream lines by enforcing this property of constant curvature

The stream line of a continuous vector field is a regular curve, the tan¬

gential vector of which is given bv the vector field itself \ regular curve

is a piecewise-differentiable function r [a, b] C R -» K3 and its "velocity"

r(s) = d/ds t(s) is nonzero everywhere, l e
, || r(s) ||^ 0 for s G [o, b] The

" motion" of a triplet of orthonormal vectors commovmg along the curve is

entirely described by the Frenet Formulae [68] In the plane of the tangential

circle of radius p, the curvature c(s) of the curve r(s) is given by

1 l|r(a)||x||r(8)||
C(S)~p- \\r(s)f

(35)

Note that the curvature is independent of the kind of parametnzation s of the

curve, which indicates that, in the case of a stream line, the curvature can

be made dependent on the location of this point in the vector field and not

on the parametnzation along the stream line itself By virtue of Eq (3 3),

Eq (3 4), and Eq (3 5) and some manipulations, one finds that the curvature

of a stream line at a location x can be expressed as

c(x)=||^v(x(s))|| (3 6)

Eq (3 6) defines a scalar field, the value of which at any point in the sim¬

ulation box is the curvature of the stream line passing through this point
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Eq (3 6) can also be b\ leformulated foi avoiding use of the parameter s

d
, , u ,

v(x + rv(x))
- v(x) ,

.
_ , .

,„ _.

-v(x(s) =hm-i ^
—

=v(x) Vv(x) (3 7)
(lb £-+0

Here it is most convenient to introduce an orthonormal set of unit vectors

i \
v(x) i ^

d
i \ i \

l d
I \

and this vector basis vields the essential term in Eq (3 7) as

d\

j-
= vkdkv = vkdk<f> et, + sm<t)\kdk<p e^, ke{x,yz}, (38)

which simph states that the infinitesimal changes of this tangential vector

along a stream line are perpendicular to the vector er(x) the direction of

the stieam lme Hence the spatial dependency of the scalar curvature field

is

c(x)2 =|| dk0vk e4 + sin (j> dktp ev ||2= (dk<j>vkf + (sin <j> dkvk)2 (3 9)

This curvature field is alvvavs positive and has no singularity for continuous

diffeientiable fields <^(x) and <p(x) Given these two fields the stream lines

can be constiucted b\ integrating Eq (3 3), starting from anv set of freeh

chosen points in the simulation box

In the case of the Porod-Kratkv model the polymer backbone have a con¬

stant cuivature co Accounting for the polymer stiffness in generating dense

configuration of stream lines, the vector field used must have a homogeneous

curvature field with an unique value c0 in the entire simulation box T In

order to quantifv the success in creating such a vector field, the deviation of

the curvature from the ideal Porod-Kratky case a volume integral has been

used as a penalty function

E{a* a*} oc / dx3 (c(x) - t0)2 (3 10)

The eiror function E explicitly depends on the set of coefficients {fl^,a*,j £

/} that parametrize the vector field and has the major advantage of having

an unique minimum of 7ero m the ideal Porod-Kratkv case

So far we have been able to express the relation between a set of coeffi¬

cients describing a vector field and the overall curvature of the stream lines
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of this vector field Based on the curvature field, they constructed the meas¬

ure of the curvature distribution in the simulation box Provided that the

homogeneous curvature field of curvature c0 is the one that minimizes E, the

problem of packing has been recast in a minimization problem However, the

lack of information about the gradient of the error function to be minimized

does not facilitate the search Fortunately, appropriate computer simula¬

tion schemes for similar minimization problems have been proposed m the

literature [69, 70, 71 72, 73, 74, 75]

3.5 Computational Method

Some approximations are required First, the evaluation of the integral in

Eq (3 10) withm the simulation box with periodic continuation conditions

are approximated by a sum of local contributions This sum is calculated

over JVP test points {x*,, 1 < k < Np which are homogeneously distributed on

a 3-dimensional grid covering the entire simulation box and is given bv

*

Second, having to consider onh a finite number A_^ of coefficients {of,a , ] £

/} restricts correspondingly the number of basis functions, i e of Founei

modes in Eq (3 2), these modes encompass the essential features of the vector

field

As a consequence of the aforementioned discretization, the number of test

points Np, and the linear cutoff AT* in the mode decomposition turn out to

be closely related Denote bv Ax, the typical linear distance between two

adjacent test points, Ax must be small enough to ensure the integral function

E to be well approximated bv the sum E, l e
,
Ax must fulfil the condition

c(x +Ax) w c(x) This is to say that the length scale Ax directh determines

the minimal length scale contribution of the Fourier modes, which is Lr/Ax

Consequently, after having fixed N\, the spatial variation of c(x) in function

of the number Np of tests points has to be carefully monitored for finding

the maximum distance Ax ensuring that c(x + Ax) « c(x) in the entire box

T Typically, for N\ = 8, we have found that a minimum of 233 test points

in a box of unit length is necessary
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The minimization problem consists m zeioing the discretized function in

Eq (3 11) in the space of coefficients {a* a j e 1} We used a simulated

anntaling method [74 75 76 77 78 79] which emplovs a ciude analogv

to an adiabatic cooling piocess b\ means of a piopeilv tuned Monte Carlo

scheme [69] The stationary state of a phvsical svstein closed but m contact

with a thermal bath of tempciatuie T obe\s the Gibbs distribution In the

limit T -» 0 solelv the conftguiations of minimal eneig\ can be occupied

this is the giound state of the s\stem Such a final distribution can onh be

achieved b\ cooling down carefulh keeping it m quasi equilibimm at each

steps \n ad\antage of such a method is a gain in a better undeistanding

of the topological nature of the energ\ hvpersurface the svstem can move on

[74]
\n appropriate choice of the simulated annealing algoiithm foi the Monte

Cailo method is a preieqursitc to ensuring that the stochastic sequence con¬

verges asvmptoticallv towards a stationarv distribution The freezing scheme

has to be verv slow and some theoretical (but uniealistic) lower bound for

the decrement rule for the temperatuie has be derived guaranteeing convei-

gence in a verv large but finite numbei of steps [76] In practice one must

define a cooling schedule bv specifving the initial value of the temperatuie

the final value of the tempeiature and a decrement mle for the temperature

We opted foi the following standard annealing scheme [74]

T = T0 + (T- Ta) (l - ~) (3 12)
\ '

max J

where the exponent a 6 [1 4] and t measures the numbers of simulation

steps

In addition to the influence of the temperature the acceptance rate of the

Monte Carlo simulation is controlled bv, the maximal amplitude of changes

in the sets of {aj'} and {a:} coefficients and for the Monte Carlo moves

A.n equilibration phase (10% to 20% of the time spent at each temperature

niveau) has to be carried out and during this equilibration the maximal amp¬

litude of change of the coefficients {o^} and {a*} has to be tuned to match

the target values 30% to 50% After this it is crucial to fix these amplitudes

for the rest of the time spent at each temperature niveau since onlv then

the microreversibihtv of the Monte Carlo process is ensured a prerequisite

for the convergence to the canonical distribution of the configurations of the

svstem during the runs This cooling schedule is shown in Fig 3 1
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MC Steps I* 10 ]

Figure 3 1 The cooling schedule during a simulated annealing nm of 10(j MC

steps with goal curvature to = 10 in a box of unit edge length The temperature de¬

crease corresponds to a = 3 The adaptive changes in br and 60 during the Monte

Carlo process permits to keep the acceptance ratio between 30the distribution of

curvature is monitored all along the annealing process

3.6 Results and Discussion

We earned out the simulated annealing simulation on DEC8400 machines

For the model svstem comprising 173(\a = 8) Founer modes and 233 test

points in a simulation box 16 MC steps per second on average could be

performed The length of the runs extends from 2 106 to 5 106 MC steps

The model svstem is a periodic box of arbitral \ unit side length \

linear cutoff \\ — 8 in the frequency spectrum of the Fourier decomposition

corresponds to a minimal characteristic length A = 0 125 for the scalar fields

cA(x) and ^(x) The investigated svstems have goal curvatures c0 chosen from

the set {01020513 10}

Even minimization depaits from an initial guess for the vector field

The minimizations weie carried out with a starting configuration obtained

bv randomizing the coefficients {aj} and {a°} the resulting vector field has

no pieferential orientation and the distribution of curvature in the simulation

box exhibits a long tail mainly due to abrupt changes in the direction of the
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Figure 3.2: On the left-hand side, distribution of curvature in the simulation box

during the three stages (random starting configuration, after equilibration and at

the end of simulated annealing) of a simulated annealing run. T* stands for the

temperature per grid site. On the right-hand side, final distribution of curvature

in dependency of the goal curvature <"o.

stream lines (see Fig. 3.2).

The acceptance criterion for the Monte Carlo scheme is a simple Glauber

Dynamics. For computational reasons, a single Monte Carlo move comprises

a change in only one of the Fourier modes. A very efficient calculation scheme

underlies this choice of a "local-update" scheme; the sum of Fourier modes in

Eq. (3.2) do not need to be entirely recalculated at each MC step, but can be

obtained by solely updating the contribution of the one Fourier mode involve

in the single MC step. By doing so, the computational efficiency of the

simulated annealing scheme becomes quite insensitive to the linear number

X\ of modes. Most of the elapsed simulation time is spent in evaluating the

sum in Eq. (3.11) over the test point grid.

The effects of simulated annealing on the distribution of curvature in

the simulation box are shown in Fig. 3.2. To capture the changes in the

distribution of curvature, the variance of this distribution is monitored, which

turns out to be - for a large number of points Nj, - very well approximated

by

2_ £«,<,! <j<Aa)
o =

v
ss((c(x)-c0Y). (3.13)

uring the freezing of the system one observes a strong narrowing of the dis¬

tribution of curvature around the target value ca. Starting from a long tail
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distribution, the initial equilibration phase already suffices to reduce the

mean curvature to a small multiple of the goal curvature. At the end of

the simulated annealing, the final curvature distribution should ideally be

reduced to a very narrow peak distribution around the goal curvature. This

is to a given extent the case as it can be seen in Fig. 3.2. Even though the

final distribution ends up to be relatively narrowed and centered around the

target curvature, the shape of the distribution strongly dependents on the

goal curvature (see Fig. 3.2). For small goal curvatures it is difficult to get

rid of the long tail part of the curvature distribution.

The final vector fields have a curvature field, the stream lines of which

exhibit a fluctuating curvature around the goal curvature c0. It has been

impossible to reduce the width of the curvature distribution below the limit

of 0.2 c0. This lower limit has been reached at the end of the cooling process

for each of the goal curvatures as shown in Fig. 3.3. The final vector fields

obtained have a curvature field, the stream lines of which are characterized

by a fluctuating curvature around the target c0.

Provided a vector field is given, the stream line configuration can be con¬

structed by integration of Eq. (3.3). This can be done by using an adaptative

step-size controlled Cash-Karp Runge-Kutta algorithm for the integration.

This algorithm belongs to a class of predictor-corrector algorithms allowing

a tight control of the integration error at each step (we set the norm of the

C0 [Box Edge Length ']

Figure 3.3: Final variance of the distribution of curvature for the target values

0.1. 0.2. O.o. 1.5 and 10 for the curvature. The minimal width of the curvature

distribution always lies above 0.2 cq.
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Figure 3.4: Fom stream lines and then piojection onto the xy, yz and xz planes

respectively constructed by integration for a vector field of curvature cq = 10 in a

box of unit edge length.

error vector to less than 1CT1)). Fig. 3.4 shows four stream lines of target

curvature Co = 10 in a box of unit side length. The length of the curve is

twelve times the box side length so that the projection onto the xy, yz, and

xz planes of the stream lines extend out of the simulation box. The curvature

along these four stream lines has been calculated by finite difference and is

depicted in Fig. 3.5.

We scrutinized the polymer-like behavior of the constructed stream lines.

Two characteristics were analyzed: the second moment of the end-to-end

distance distribution, (rjj). which characterizes the spatial configurations of

chain molecules, and the radius of gyration Rq that indicates how the back¬

bone elements are distributed around the center of mass of the chains. In

the case of Porod-Kratkv chains, (rjj) is expected to be proportional to the

length of the chain backbone for large chain length, which is clearly the case

(Fig. 3.5). The theoretically expected ratio (r'l)/R2a is 6 for Porod-Kratky

chains The stream lines correctly reproduce this ratio only to contoui length
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1
________________

Contour Length |Box Edge Length | Contour Length |Bo\ Luge l.engih|

Figure 3.5: On the left-hand side, curvature along the four stream lines depicted

in the previous figure with target curvature cq = 10 for the underlying vector

field. On the right-hand side, End-to-End distance of the same four stream lines

in function of the contour length of the stream lines.

10~2 10"' 10° to'

Contour Length [Box Edge Length]

Figure 3.6: Ratio of the End-to-End distance to the square of the radius of

gyration in function of the contour length of the stream lines. The Porod-Kratky

value of 6 is achieved only for contour length of the same order as the box edge

length.

of the same order as the box edge length (Fig. 3.6). For much higher contour

length, the radius of gyiation is half as large as expected.

3.7 Conclusion

The results from simulated annealing combined with an integration scheme

demonstrates the feasibility of a vector field method. Once the proper vector

field has been generated, several configurations of any desired density of linear
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chains can be generated with ease While the computational efficiency of the

minimization scheme is not sensitive to the number of modes attention must

be paid to the choice in the number of test points in the simulation box a

large number of points requires lengthy calculations

Figure 3 7 An umted-atom-polyethylene chain constituted of 100 united-atoms

mapped around a stream lme The bond angles have been kept fixed as well as the

bond lengths The torsion angles have been subject to a minimi/ation considering

a three-fold potential accounting for the simplified chemical structure of the chain

An additional "proximity function" has been used to enforce the chain to follow

the trajectory of the stream line

We have not mentioned he re the crucial inverse mapping of the realistic

polymer structure onto the stream line Foi polvmeis without side groups,

such as polvethvlene oi bisphenol-A-poly carbonate, the following strategy

e an be used an energy minimization of the internal energy contributions was

earned out simultaneouslv with a mimmi/ation of the distances of all atoms

to the stream line This stage was then followed by a global-energy minim¬

ization A.n umted-atom-pol> ethylene chain successfully mapped around a

stream line is shown in Fig 3 7
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Atomistic-Continuum Model

4.1 Introduction

One of the major limitation in the modeling of materials is the presence

of multiple relevant length scales This is especially evident in polymeric

materials [80] On the one hand, an explicit treatment of the microscopic,

atomistic degrees of freedom is necessary when a locally realistic approach

is required, however, simulation of the entire requisite range of length scales

is impossible On the other hand, on a macroscopic level, the continuum

framework is perfectly adequate when the relevant "structural" degrees of

freedom are scalar, vector and tensor fields (e g displacement fields for

mechanical properties), however, this point of view is limited by the merely

phenomenological knowledge of the constitutive description of materials The

need for combining both, the atomistic and the continuum levels, has already

been recognized [81, 82} The mechanical behavior being one of the most

ubiquitously relevant characteristics of materials, we focus on the (elastic)
deformation of solids here

The desirability of ensuring that the constitutive description of the ma¬

terial is faithful to the underlying atomistic description has stimulated a

number of studies, reviewed in part by Ortiz [83] who discussed selected is¬

sues of micromechanical models with particular emphasis on multiple-scale

problems For instance, Tadmor, Phillips, and Ortiz [84, 85] have formulated

a quasi-contmuum method, which gives consideration to multiple scales in

simulations They start with a conventional treatment of the boundary value

problem within the framework of the Finite Element method, in particular,
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the atoms are constiamed to move m concert with the finite element displace¬

ment field The resulting energ\ giadient from the atomistic calculation is

utilized as the source of constitutive input The authors have demonstrated

the versatility of their method in nanoindentation simulations b\ consid

enng among other svstems the <ase of an oriented aluminium substrate

From the same group Shenov et al [86] recenth presented a reformulation

of this model to elucidate the interaction between grain boundaries and both

dislocations and cracks

Some applications in nanoindentation and in the brittle to-ductile trans¬

ition have been tackled bv bridging the gap between the atomistic and the

continuum scales \ synthesis of appioaches using both atomistic and con

tinuum levels bv Miller and Phillips [87] leads to a comparison of the Peierls

dislocation model with atomistic results The issue oi multi scale simulations

of crack propagation has been addressed b\ Rafii-Tabar Hua and Cross [88]
bv combining Molecular Dynamics simulation and finite element methods

A rather different approach which seems to be promising for simulations

of fractures has recently been proposed by Gao and Klein [89] Thev used

interacting material particles not necessarlv atoms to mimic the cohesive

behavior of material which ranges from mteiatomic bonding to macroscopic

ductile failure Fuithei attempts to jump between scales can be found in

several other areas e g m flow calculations of dense fluids [90] or in protein

simulations [91]

In our model we consider a svstem comprising an inclusion of arbitrary

shape embedded in a continuous medium The inclusion behavior is described

in an atomisticalh detailed manner [33] whereas the continuum is modeled

bv an appropriate mesh techniques [92 93] that resembles the Finite Element

method [94] Since the atomistic model provides state- and configuration-

dependent material properties that remain unaccessible to continuum models

the inclusion in the atomistic continuum model acts as a magnify ing glass

v. hich permits focussing on and fulh incorporating the molecular properties

of the material m the simulation

The basic concept to connect both scales of simulation is illustrated in

Fig 4 1 We depait from the idea that any strain of the atomistic box is

accompanied by an identical strain at the boundary of the inclusion In this

wa\ the atomistic box does not need to be embedded in the continuum or in

any wav connected with the nodal points describing the mesh at the boundary
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FIGURE 4.1- The key idea of the atomistic-continuum model is to connect the

inclusion boundary behavior and the atomistic cell behavior via the strain trans¬

formation they undergo. The strain behavior of the atomistic box is identical to

the strain behavior of the inclusion boundary.

of the inclusion. The strain behavior of the atomistic box only serves to

give a physical basis to the strain behavior of the inclusion boundarv. This

coupling via the strain is the sole mechanism to transmit tensions between

the continuum and the atomistic system.

The purpose of this work is to demonstrate the consistency and to validate

a new atomistic-continuum model. To this end, we select an extremely simple

model system: a homogeneous periodic continuum with a simple atomistic

inclusion of the same material. We deform the continuum elastically and let

it act on the embedded atomistically described inclusion. As a result, the

overall elastic constants of this "composite" are extracted and compared to
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EC°n,(H,DH,sc)

h(H,DH) = [a b c]

© •
'

Ea,om(h,DH,sa)

Figure 4.2- Sketch of the four tvpes of degrees of freedom, H. Dh. sr, and sa,

used in the atomistic-continuum model. The system unit cell matrix H and the

scaled coordinates sc and sb entirely determine the finite element configuration of

the continuum. H and s* are necessary to determine the atomistic configuration.

The nodal points on the inclusion boundary sb and the atomistic scaling mati ix h

are calculated from the variables H and Dh-

the obvious result. Two model systems have been used, namely a simple ar¬

gon crystal and an amorphous polymer system (bisphenol-A-polycarbonate).

4.2 The Atomistic-Continuum Approach

4.2.1 The Matrix: A Continuum Model

Finite element methods constitute an appropriate computational framework

foi prediction of the elastic behavior and the displacement fields underlv-

ing the elastic responses of materials, provided the energy (or free energy)
of the material as a function of stress, strain and temperature is known.

The recently introduced variable-metric total potential energy formalism by

Gusev [92, 93] is a related approach that has been proven to be well suit¬

able for modeling the elastic behavior of periodic infinite, three-dimensional,

heterogeneous, triclinic structures. It will be employed here.

We consider a continuous body with an inclusion as shown in Fig. 4.2.

The system is periodic and, hence, of infinite extension. Following Gusev

[92], a triplet of continuation vectors, A, B, and C, with common origin
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somewhere in the continuous body, describes the periodic cell and its scaling

matrix H = [ABC]

The material morphology is specified by a set of nodal points The in¬

clusion boundary is defined by a mesh of vertices xb (b for boundarv) The

exterior of the inclusion contains the veitices xj (c for continuum) These

nodal points are vertices of a periodic network of Delaunav tetrahedra, ob¬

tained by a Delaunay tessellation, that exactly fill the entire space of the

periodic cell outside and at the boundary of the inclusion No tetrahedra

may extend through the interface between the continuum and the inclusion

interior

To account for the periodic continuation condition of the system, the

scaled coordinates sb = H_1xb and sct = H_1x° of the nodal points are used

as degrees of freedom The natural state variables of the continuum are,

thus, sb, s,c, and H

In the variable-metric total potential energy formalism, the material re¬

sponse is included on the basis of constitutive relations Since we restrict

ourselves to the linear elastic-response domain, the stress and the strain are

related by the generalized Hooke's law [95], which we write in Voigt notation

as

<r = Ce (4 1)

where <r is the vector representing the stress tensor, e representing the strain

tensor, and C the 6x6 "stiffness matrix" that stands for the tensor of elastic

constants

Can C1122 C1133 C1123 Clll3 C1112

C]i22 C2222 C*2233 C2223 C2213 C2212

C1133 C2233 C3333 C3323 C3313 C3312

Cll23 C*2223 C3323 C*2323 ^2313 C2312

Cni3 C2213 C3313 C2313 C1313 C1312

Clll2 C*2212 C3312 C*2312 Cl312 C1212

The Helmholtz elastic energy

£T"(H, s,», sj) = 1^2 V» (eTC^ (4 3)

dictates the collective behavior of the tetrahedra that specify the exterior

of the inclusion (the set of tetrahedra is indexed by f3) Vp is the volume

en
1

<Tll

£22 C22

£33
,

<T =
f33

,
c =

2 £23 C23

2 £13 "13

2 £12 (Tl2
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of the undeformed tetrahedron ri [95] Each indmdual tetrahedron 8 is

spanned on thiee vectois that aie also use for defining the local scaling matrix

h> = [a^b^cj] related to the local Lagrange strain tensor [96, 97, 98] by

e« = I[(GyG'-l] (4 4)

where Gfl = h*3 (h0 J h0 is the local scaling matrix of the reference state

(e
*
= 0) of the tetrahedron 6 and 1 is the unit matrix of order 3 The

Lagrange strains e! are thus alwa\s calculated relatively to a reference state

sj) sjj ,
and H0 conesponding to the initial fullv relaxed state

4.2.2 The Inclusion: An Atomistic Model

Atomistic modeling permits to capture the microscopical behavior of a set of

atoms in details [99], and thus, this level of description may be suitable for

properH describing the complex mechanic al behavior of the inclusion In the

classical approximation, the micioscopic state of a svstem may be specified

in terms of the Cartesian coordinates xj (a for atomistic) of its constituent

pai tides

We consider an atomistic sjstem of infinite expansion m a unit cell h =

[abe], as depicted in Fig 4 2 Similarh to the continuum model, the scaled

coordinates s* of atom i are related to the Cartesian cooidinates through

the scaling matux, x* = hs*, in order to easilv account foi the periodic

continuation conditions [33]

The calculation of the eneigv associated with a microscopic state is per¬

formed b\ using a model potential chosen to repioduce, as accurately as pos¬

sible, the mechanical properties of the svstem studied The potential energy

£"°"(h, s") contains the information regarding all intra- and mter-molecular

interactions

Most relevant for our model are transformations of the atomistic svstem

obtained bv keeping the scaled coordinates s* fixed but altering the scaling

matrix ho to h Such an afhne tranfoimation can be expressed bv a matrix

M(h) = hh01 The Lagrange strain tensor [98] of the atomistic svstem is

then

e = i{MTM-l} (4 5)
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4.2.3 The State Variables

In order to bring both scales of description together, we couple the displace¬

ment gradient of the atomistic system to that of the inclusion boundary (see

Fig 4 1) The displacements of the nodal points at the inclusion boundary -

they define the change in shape of the inclusion - are associated with the de¬

formation of the atomistic box Even though the atomistic system is confined

to a periodic triclinic box, the inclusion can be of arbitrary shape

Formally, we constraint the vertices xb of the inclusion boundary and the

atomistic scaling matrix h to behave in concert (the vertices x^ in the matrix

are not affected) according to

xb(h) = M(h)< (4 6)

where xjj, are the original coordinates of the boundarv vertices i In other

words, Eq (4 6) coerces the inclusion boundarv to follow the homogeneous

deformation of the atomistic cell vectors Note that the coordinates xb(h)

are no longer degrees of freedom, because they depend on the scaling matrix

h

Considering the system cell matrix H, we know that anv change of its

components acts as a homogeneous deformation of the entire svstem, i e
,

the nodal points of the continuum and the atomic positions in the inclusion

should also be displaced accordingly This can be achieved bv introducing a

new set of degrees of freedom Dh (9 scalars) through

h = H(l + DH)H01h0 (4 7)

Because of DH, both H and h now undergo concerted changes, l e
,
a change

in H from the reference state H0 directly affects the atomistic cell h and

affinely displaces the inclusion boundarv vertices according to xb = HHq 'xjj,
The reference state, where H = H0 and h = h0, corresponds to DH = 0

Since the scaled coordinates sb are the natural degrees of freedom of the

model, we rewrite Eq (4 6) using Eq (4 7) as

sb (H, h) = H ^(h) = H-'hho ^osg, = (1 + DhK, (4 8)

The degrees of freedom employed and their interdependences are sum¬

marized in Fig 4 3 Onlv the following ones are independent degrees of free¬

dom the svstem unit cell H and the scaled coordinates sct of the nodal points

outside the inclusion boundary, as well as DH and the scaled coordinates s*

of the atoms in the atomistic box h
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M(h,H)
o-i« »

sa

Figure 4 3: The degrees of freedom employed in the atomistic-continuum model

and their interdependencies. The independent degrees of freedom are the system

unit cell H and the scaled coordinates sc of the nodal points outside the inclusion

boundary, as well as Dg and the scaled coordinates sj of the atoms in the atomistic

box.

4.2.4 The Energy of the Atomistic—Continuum Model

Since the potential energy of the two connected systems is additive, the total

energy of the atomistic-continuum model reads

E (H. DH. s;, st) = £'•- (H. DH, sj) + av£"" (H, DH. sj) (4.9)

where the parameter ox = i''n<-1'»'°'>/i'»'°mi the ratio of the inclusion and the

atomistic cell volume, accounts for the fact that the interior of the inclu¬

sion "containing" the atomistic system has the same energy density as the

atomistic cell. Note that since the inclusion and the atomistic body are

transformed according to the same affine transformation (see Eq. (4.6) and

Eq. (4.7)), the parameter qv as defined here is not modified by any change

in the state variables (qv depends only on the system setup).

The analvtical gradients dE/dH. dE/dDu- dE/ds', and dE/ds* can

now be explicitly calculated in order to provide the forces on each degree of

freedom of the system. These derivatives are assembled in the appendix.
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4.3 Validation of the Atomistic-Continuum

Model

To check the consistency of the atomistic continuum model, we demonstrate

that the elastic properties of the model are m accordance with the elastic

properties of both underlying scales of description We used two independent

methods for the calculation of the moduli of both the atomistic svstem and

the atomistic continuum system Remember that the systems considered

here are homogeneous, i e
,
the continuum and the inclusion are composed

of the same material

4.3.1 Stiffness Calculations

4.3.1.1 The Constant-Strain Method

The svstem is first brought into its configuration with minimal energy E0

with respect to all degrees of freedom Departing from this minimum energy

configuration a set of small strains are applied by changing the components

of the system scaling matrix H For each strain deformation, the system

energy again is minimized with respect to all remaining degrees of freedom

(constant strain) The energy E after minimization is related to the material

stiffness C according to

E-E0 = Ur'"eTCe (e -> 0) (4 10)

where Vsys is the volume of the system (|detH|) and e the imposed strain

by deformation

Bv repeating the
" stram-deformation experiment" for a total of twenty-

one independent deformations, one gets a set of independent linear equations

in the variables CtJ that can be solved numerically

4.3.1.2 The Constant-Stress Method

Departing from the configuration of minimal energj E0, this method consists

in applying an external tensions t to the system and in minimizing all its

degrees of freedom under the imposed external tension The coupling to the

external tension t is achieved by considering the modified potential energy

IT = E"*' - V'y'tTe (4 11)
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The energy If after minimization is related to the material stiffness constants

C according to Eq (4 1) where a represents the stress tensor of the minimized

configuration (a is called the internal vmal m the case of an atomistic

s}stem) The thermod'v namic tension and the stress tensor are related [100]

according to

t = JG<tGt (4 12)

with G = HoH
1 and the Jacobi determinant J = |detG| Carrying out

this calculation foi twentv-one independent external tensions provides a set

of independent linear equations in the variables CtJ The material stiffness

elements CtJ can then be obtained numerically

4.3.2 The Validation Procedure

Based on techniques mtioduced abo\e the validation procedure consists in

the following steps

1 The calculation of the stiffness constants of the atomisticallv detailed

s\stem Calon by the constant strain-method and the constant stress

method is carried out on the isolated atomistic system

2 The values of the stiffness constants C ' of the continuum are set to

those of the inclusion Cat0 Because the continuum behaves according

to Hooke s law each tetrahedron /? behaves under elastic deformations

identicallv to the inclusion

3 The stiffness constants C of the atomistic-continuum model are cal¬

culated by both the constant strain method and the constant stress

method

4 C and C*to are compared

The concordance of the \alues of C with those of C"°" would indicate that

the elastic behavior of the atomistic continuum model is consistent with

those of the atomistically detailed inclusion and the continuum model based

on a simple tesselation of space
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Microstructure System Unit Cell Inclusion Type // nb nc

i cubic cubic 0 216 866 5803

ii cubic orthorhombic 0 192 834 6011

in cubic spherical 0 179 1000 6259

IV cubic ellipsoidal 0 060 1000 7372

V orthorhombic ellipsoidal 0 060 1000 7372

Table 4 1 The characteristics of the five microstructures used in the atomistic-

contmuum simulations are given // is the volume fraction of the inclusion in the

system unit cell m, is the number of nodal points of the continuum on the inclusion

boundary and nc the number of nodal points exterior to inclusion boundary (in

the continuum)

4.4 The Model Systems

4.4.1 The Inclusion in the Continuum

The recently devised displacement-based finite element approach [92, 93]
has been used to describe the continuum part of the system This method is

very prefectly suited for simulating and predicting mechanical properties of

composite materials of infinite size with arbitrary morphology

To generate a microstructure, the inclusion boundary is first approxim¬

ated by a set of boundary points xj, roughly evenly distributed on the in¬

clusion surface The inclusion is placed in the system box H and a sufficient

number of matrix nodal points xj are added under periodic continuation con¬

ditions such that the aspect ratio of the tetrahedra, spanned bv four nodal

points each and defined through a Delaunav Tessalation, never exceeds a cer¬

tain threshold The resulting tessellation ensures that the tetrahedra, non-

overlapping and space-filling by construction, cover the entire space around

the inclusion without holes

We generated five different types of microstructures, the characteristics of

which are summarized in Table 4 1 The first four microstructures are cubic

box systems of edge length 50 A For instance, microstructure III consists of

1000 vertices on the inclusion boundary surrounded by 6259 vertices in the

matrix, these vertices specify 47244 tetrahedra in the matrix domain The

shapes of the embedded inclusion were, respectively, cubic, orthorhombic,
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spherical and biaxialh ellipsoidal The fifth microstructure has been ob¬

tained by extending the ellipsoidal inclusion system by a factor three in its

y direction and a factor two m its z direction

4.4.2 An Atomistic Model: The fee Argon Crystal

The first model system in\estigated is a nearest-neighbor face centered cubic

(fee) crystal of argon under periodic continuation conditions The nearest-

neighbor Lennard-Jones 12 6 potential is used and the atomistic energy is

described bv

(4 13)

with r/k = 119 8°K and a = 3 41 4 [101] The atomistic simulation box is

composed of a cell with 108 argon atoms The edge length of the atomistic

cell is 16 24 A after minimization with lespect to all the atomistic degrees of

freedom

4.4.3 An Atomistic Model: The Amorphous Polymer

System

4s a more complex model sjstem we chose an amorphous polymer well-

known for its excellent mechanical properties [102] bisphenol-A-polycarbonate

(BP4-PC) at the experimental density of 1 2gem3 (300K) The atomistic

svstem considered here is composed of three BPA-PC chains of twenty-fi\e

repeat units each l e we ha\e 2481 atoms in an atomistic cell of edge length

30 4

The aiduous problem of generating appropriate BPA-PC structures has

been solved by using the recently introduced packing method by Muller

Santos Nivergelt and Suter [17] The eneigy E°*° and the corresponding

forces were obtained through a force field used to model polvmers the pcfF91

force field [103, 104] which has been optimized for accuiate reproduction of

BPA-PC properties A. van-der Waals cutoff of 8 4and a spline width of

1 Awere employed
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4.5 Results

4.5.1 The ffc Argon Crystal

The constant-strain method was used to calculate the stiffness constants

Catom of the fee argon crystal svstem We imposed a set of twenty-one inde¬

pendent strain deformations of strain amplitude 1CT4 on the atomistic argon

cell Due to the cubic symmetry of the fee crystal, one expects only two ele¬

ments of the matrix C*,om to be independent, namely Cfi"" and C[2°m The

Cauchy relation further requires the static elastic constants to be related

according to Cj'4om = Cf20m [105] The other elastic constants vanish

The calculated static elastic constants are in conformity with the common

reported values [106] and are (bold elements may not be zero, the others

should be zero)

C" =

"

3 002 1 500 1 500 0 000 -0 002 -0 002

- 3 002 1 500 -0 002 0 000 -0 002

- 3 002 -0 002 -0 002 0 000

_ 1502 0 000 0 000

_ - 1502 0 000

- - - 1502

GPa

The elastic constant matrix is symmetric

A first gauge for the precision achieved can be gleaned from the values of

C*""" that should be zero and the magmtude of which indicate a measure of

accuracy Of course, the amplitude of the strain deformation determines the

accuracy of the values obtained for the elastic constants, as shown in Fig 4 4

Too large a deformation drives the system beyond its elastic response domain

so that C5'4om is clearly larger than Cf2om

To validate the atomistic-continuum model, the calculated elastic con¬

stants C"om have been used as input parameters for the continuum elastic

constants Cco'" The procedure for the model validation has been followed

with both the constant-strain and constant-stress methods In both cases,

we used the Polak-Ribiere conjugate gradient minimization method [107]
The constant-strain method has been used with the same strain amplitude

of 10~4 as in the atomistic case The results relating to all microstructures

are summarized in Table 4 2 Obviously all elastic constants so determined

agree well with the atomistic values
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10"

Strain Amplitude

Figure 4 4 Amplitude of the strain deformation used in the constant strain

method determines the accuracy of the values obtained for the elastic constants of

the fee argon cry stal Too large a deformation drives the system beyond its elastic

response domain

The difference in accuracv between the two methods used (Table 4 2)

can be explained b\ the fact that in the case of the constant-stress method

the system cell vectors are involved m the minimization With each step of

the minimization, the system cell vectors change and cause the simultaneous

displacement in space of all the nodal points of the system It is numerically

difficult to adjust these vectors as accuratel> as required for the \erv precise

calculation of C as illustrated by Fig 4 6

In the case of the constant stress method, we have imposed a set of ex¬

ternal tensions of amplitudes 10~3 GPa to the svstem Fig 4 5 illustrates

the convergence of TI during the first 3 103 minimization steps of the en-

ergv minimization The gradient norm ||VII|| = y/VJP (the vector VII is

the gradient with respect the degrees of freedom H,s;,DH and s*) has been

reduced bv about three orders of magnitude It is most remarkable to note

that the minimization has converged sufficiently after a couple of hundred

steps to evaluate the elastic constants to within one percent As an example,
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Microstructure Method Cn C\i C44

I
A 3 002 1500 1502

B 2 999 1497 1502

II
A 3 002 1500 1502

B 2 999 1497 1502

III
A 3 002 1500 1502

B 2 999 1498 1502

IV
A 3 002 1500 1502

B 3 000 1498 1502

V
A 3 002 1500 1502

B 3 000 1506 1502

Table 4 2 Comparison of the relevant atomistic-continuum stiffness constants

C obtained for the fee argon crystal calculated by the constant-strain method

(A) and the constant-stress method (B) under extension in the x direction (t =

[10~3,0,0] GPa) for the five microstructures given in Table 4 1 The values of C

are given in GPa

the calculation of C with microstructure V (see Table 4 1) provides

"

3 005 1 517 1 487 -0 001 0 003

- 3 032 1 514 0 000 0 002

- 2 964 -0 004 0 001

- 1 502 0 000

- 1502

The constant stress method provides a straightforward way to assess the

minimization's convergence towards its final configuration If one assumes,

as expected, the C to be identical to Ca""", the theoretical values of the fi¬

nal strain under the imposed external tension t can be calculated by using

Eq (4 1) Fig 4 6 exhibits the convergence behavior of the svstem strain e

components towards their theoretical values eth'° in the case of the micro-

structure V under a tension of t = [10~3,0,0] GPa

4fter minimization, the strain e of the entire system and the strain £alom

of the atomistic system converge towards the same values as e\ idenced for

all the available microstructures in Table 4 3 Similarly as in the case of the

0 006

-0 004

-0 001

0 000

0 000

1502

GPa
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\

Minimizatwn Steps Minimization Stags

Figure 4.5: Evolution of the total potential energy II and the gradient norm

j|Vnj| relative to its initial value during energy minimization of the atomistic-

continuum system of an fee argon crystal under tension in the x direction (t =

[10~3,0,0] GPa) for microstructure V The decrease during minimization is more

in ||Vn|| than three orders of magnitude.

l-oii

-
-J

_0 22
500 1000 1500 2000

Figure 4.6 The convergence of the atomistic-continuum strain £ of a fee argon

crystal under tension in the i direction (t = [10~3,0,0] GPa) for microstructure V

is shown. The plain lines represent their expected theoretical values.

elastic constants, the results are independent of the inclusion shape as one

would expect.

4.5.2 The Polycarbonate Model System

The elastic constants of the atomistic cell of BPA-PC was evaluated by means

of both, the constant-strain and the constant-stress method. Before applying

these methods, the polycarbonate configuration was minimized. The calcu-
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ei £a,„„, £2
—atom

E2 £3 gMon,

Theoretical 0 500 0 500 -0 167 -167 -0 167 -0 167

I 0 500 0 500 -0 166 -166 -0 166 -0 166

II 0 500 0 500 -0 166 -166 -0 166 -0 166

III 0 500 0 500 -0 166 -166 -0 166 -0166

IV 0 500 0 500 -0 166 -166 -0 166 -0 166

V 0 499 0 499 -0169 -169 -0 163 -0 163

Table 4 3 Comparison of the strain e of the atomistic-continuum model and the

strain of the atomistic cell ea,°"l obtained with the constant stress method (exten¬

sion in the x direction with t = [10 3,0,0] GPa) with their expected theoretical

values for the five microstructures given in Table 4 1 The values of e and e*tom

are given in units of 10~3

lated elastic constants by the constant-strain method (the applied strain

amplitude is 10~4) are (again, the bold elements may not be zero, the others

should be zero)

C„c

18 64 7 01 6 97 0 11 142 -0 94

- 14 51 7 16 0 78 108 -196

- 16 64 -0 57 158 -0 39

- - 4 75 -0 18 0 62

- - - 4 84 -178

— — — — _ 3 69

GPa,

whereas the constant-stress method (the applied stress amphtude is 10 3
GPa)

provides

"19 27 7 11 8 20 0 34 138 0 43

- 14 07 6 79 0 67 0 82 -0 28

- 16 92 -0 19 153 0 25

- - 4 78 -0 22 0 50

- - - 4 84 -0 40

_

- - - 3 60

GPa

Clearly, in the case of BPA-PC, the accuracy of the calculations is very

much lower than m the previous case, as evidenced by the significant mag¬

nitude of those values that should be zero, for an isotropic elastic continuum
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Lame constants A-1/3 (c 2 + c 3 + C23) / 1/6(c, + C22 + C33 cu c,3 c23)

constant-strain 7 05 ± 0 1 GPa 4 77 ± 1 09 GPa

constant-stress 7 36 ± 0 74 GPa 4 70 ± 1 67 GPa

Table 4 4 Calculated average Lame constants obtained from the constant strain

and the constant stress methods of the amorphous BPA PC system

\ teason for this m part might be the smallness of the amorphous struc

tures that as consequence show lesidual signs of their complicated internal

structure

The calculated average Lame constants shown in Table 4 4 and obtained

from the constant strain and the constant-stress methods respectively are

consistent with the fact that the amorphous BP4-PC svstem is isotropic (the

estimates for \i should also be equal to 1/3 (Cu + C22 + C33) this relation¬

ship is reasonabb. well satisfied) The Lame constants clearlv overestimate

the expected expenmental values [108] whereas other simulations with the

same force field do not indicating that the reference BP4.-PC configuration

is flapped in an atypical minimum of the system energv We ignore these

diffeiences since the numerical values of the elastic constants are not rel¬

evant here and since thev do not hamper the validation procedure of the

atomistic continuum model

We now turn to the atomistic continuum model The shape of the atom

istic inclusion is taken to be sphencal and the inclusion volume fraction is

18% (microstructure III) 1 e the atomistic box accounts for about one

fifth of the svstem energv (since the energv is approximately uniformly dis

tributed) The edge length of the system cell is taken to be 50 4 so that

o% = 0 83 in Eq (4 9) The atomistic continuum system comprises in total

26235 scalar degrees of fieedom (3 x 827 atoms and 6259 independent nodal

points w hich giv es 26220 coordinates and the two scaling matrices H with

6 and Dh with 9 degrees of freedom)

The values of the elastic constants of the atoimstic-contmuum system

have been obtained by applving the same strain or stress as in the case of

the atomistic system Due to the large number of degrees of freedom as well

as the high non-linear chaiacter of the total energv E in Eq (4 9) the lengthy

minimization process required a non neghgeable amount of CPU time on oui
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workstations

The resulting elastic constants of the atomistic continuum model are

'

18 70 7 24 7 19 0 14 1 40

- 14 54 7 25 0 83 108

-16 68-0 54 158

-4 76-0 19

- 4 85

with the constant-strain method, and

"

19 33 6 70 7 23 0 36 1 39

- 14 02 6 89 0 6 191

-17 26-0 36 153

-4 95-0 28

- 4 82

with the constant-stress method These results conform well with the atom¬

istic elastic constants

The minimization process is a challenging task, mainly because (l) the

shape of the energy well is clearly non-harmomcal at the stress and strain

amplitude used, (n) the number of degrees of freedom is rather large, and

(m) the four categories of degrees of freedom (sj, sf, Dh, and H) behave

extermely differently In order to facilitate the work of the mimmizer, a

simple preconditioning of the problem was applied before minimization The

coordinates of each category were rescaled separately so that the maximal

value of the derivative withm each category results in values of order 1

Therefore all the components of the overall giadient used in the minimization

are of the same order of magnitude

The behavior during a minimization of the maximum derivatives of each

of the four categories of degrees of freedom is monitored in Fig 4 7 It clearly

appears that the forces on H (the internal stress of the entire system) and

the forces on Dh (the total pressure on the inclusion boundary) are well

behaved and smoothly diminishing during minimization, whereas the forces

on the atoms have a much more eratic behavior This is due to the fact that

any change in h displaces all the atoms simultaneously and thus can lead to

uneven jumps in the corresponding forces

-0 69

-171

-0 42

0 64

-157

3 70

GPa

-0 88

-0 16

-0 62

0 49

-143

4 06

GPa
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jl 1 1 i . 1 o' ' ' ' ' '

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Simulation Steps Minimization Steps

Figure 4.7: Evolution of the total potential energy E (relative to the initial en¬

ergy Eg) during minimization of the atomistic-continuum system of amorphous

polycarbonate, for microstructure III. Also shown is the behaviors during the min¬

imization of the maximum derivatives of three of the four categories of degrees of

freedom.

To sum up. even though care is required when minimizing such a system,

we conclude that the elastic constants of the atomistic-continuum model

agree well with the ones of its constituents: The atomistic inclusion and its

surrounding modeled as a continuum medium.

4.6 Conclusion

We have presented a novel atomistic-continuum model that is shown to be

consistent for modeling elastic deformation of three-dimensional solids. In

this model, an inclusion of arbitrary shape is surrounded by a continuum,

which is modeled by a variable-metric "finite-element" method. The inclusion
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behavior is directly driven by that of an atomistic system modeled in some

detail by molecular-modeling techniques In this manner, a solution is found

to the problem of finding of constitutive description for a material

The atomistic-continuum model comprises four types of degrees of free¬

dom, the appropriate combination of which permits to calculate the configur¬

ation of both the atomistic system and the mesh elements of the continuum

The behavior of both levels of modeling is described by their corresponding

potential energy functions that are added to give the total energy of the

system

Our results lead to the conclusion that the many degrees of freedom

involved, and their very different nature, render the behavior of the system

rather intricate, e g in minimization Close attention has to be paid to the

choice of suitable computational (e g minimization) schemes

To validate the atomistic-continuum model, we have used the same ma¬

terial for both the inclusion and its surrounding, 1 e both constituents have

the same elastic properties We have carried out simulations on two very

different systems a simple fee argon crystal and an amorphous polymeric

material, bisphenol-A-polycarbonate From both model s> stems, it becomes

evident that

• the elastic properties of the atomistic-continuum model are consistent

with those of both underlvmg levels of description

• the results are independent of shape and size of the inclusion which is

modeled in an atomistically detailed manner

• the results are independent of the method employed to calculate the

elastic properties of the system and its constituents

The novel atomistic-continuum model allows for including more than

one level of material description in the same model This new model will

certainly pave the way to \anous domains of application such as the study

of finite mechanical deformations and plasticity of three-dimensional solids

[109], as well as the study of the interactions between the material within an

inclusion and its surrounding elastic field [110, 111] Clearly this approach

can be readily extended to heterogeneous materials with an arbitrary number

of phases at either level of description
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4.7 Appendix: The Energy Gradients

The analytical gradients of the system energy E with respect to the degrees of

freedom H, Dh, sc and s* can be explicith calculated in order to provide the

forces on each degree of freedom of the svstem Since E = E ont
+ av E"on

(see Eq (4 9)), we consider the contributions to the energ\ giadient from

E'"" and £"°" separateh

In oider to calculate the t onto lbutions d£M'7dH, d£C0"/dDH and AE'^/ds]
from the energy of the continuum E"°"\ we rewrite Eq (4 3) as

E-' = lYl^f^ (414)

where /(e) = eTCe The denvative of /(e) with respect to the strain tensor

component e, reads

4^ = ekC,k + Cktek, (4 15)
de,

which, because C is symmetric leads to

d£
= E^C>* (416>

de,
1

Note that the Einstein summation convention has been used The passage

from the strain \ector e, to the strain tensor etJ follows from Eq (4 2)

FlGLRE 4 8 Tetrahedron of the matrix of the continuum model spanned on four

points

Considering an individual tetrahedion spanned on the four nodal points

xf0), xfjj, x?2j, and xf3, as illustrated in Fig 4 8, the scaling matrix of this
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tetrahedron is defined as

h = [(X(l) ~~ X(0)) ' (X(2) _ X(0)j ' (X(3) _ X(0))J
= [H (Bfo - sfo), H (sfo - sfo), H (sfo - sfo)] (4.17)

where H is the system scaling matrix and sf0j, s^,, s?2,, and sf3> the scaled

coordinates of the four nodal points (xc = Hsc). Thus, the derivatives of h

with respect to the A>th component of the scaling coordinate reads

dh!i=|-HtA; ifsc = s^0),
dsk [Sjttt* if sc = s^, f = 1,2,3.

In the same vein, we can write

(4.18)

^ = s*K)-*))•* (4-19)

where e, (i = 1,2,3) are the three basis vectors.

We denote the scaling matrix of the deformed tetrahedron by h and the

one of the undeformed tetrahedron by h (the reference state corresponds to

s = 0). According to Eq. (4.4), the strain tensor of one particular tetrahedron

is given by

£(h) = i(GTG-l) (4.20)

where G(h) = hh"1. The derivative of the strain tensor with respect to the

local scaling matrix reads

d£;
dh,
- = \ [k;k> + kik1] v- (4.2i)

We now combine Eq. (4.21) with Eq. (4.18), and Eq. (4.16) and obtain the

derivatives

ds<
~

jf d< dh& ds<=
^ll]

where the sum over /?' is taken over the tetrahedra having the nodal point sc

as edge. Similarly, Eq. (4.18) leads to

d£^ v d£^ d4 dh^
dHy L> def, dhjL,dH„

l ' '
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where the sum over 0 is taken o\er all tetrahedra of the system

In turn, making use of Eq (4 8) and of in Eq (4 22), we obtain

d£TOlt
_ ^

dE-t ds|
_ y. dE^_ b

dDHu-^ ds» dH.,-2- ds? a°> (424)

where the sum is taken o\ei the nodal points sj at the inclusion boundary

To calculate the contribution of E*"" to the derivatives, we consider the

atomistic forces Fa = — Vi?sto" on the atom at position xa = hsa Bv

differentiating E""1, we obtain

1E7
= -I>" (425)

J
a

and

dEM<"

-T3h]t (4 26)
ds«

Combining Eq (4 25) and Eq (4 8) leads to

dEa'°°
^

jffa.o,

dH dh

and

[(l + DHjHo'ho]' (4 27)

Putting Eq (4 24) and Eq (4 28) togethet, we can calculate the total

derivatives as

AE dE"" d£>">"
lt „

dD^=dD^+^^r (429)

and putting Eq (4 23) and Eq (4 27) together leads to

dD^=dD^
+ Wv-dD^ (430)



Chapter 5

Force Field Calculations

5.1 Introduction

Empirical force fields, or analytical approximations to molecular energies

as functions of atomic coordinates, is a prerequisite for a large variety of

molecular mechanics and dynamics applications There is a pressing need

for force fields of increased accuracy and applicability to general classes of

organic, biomolecular, polymeric, and biomorgamc systems

An interaction function or force field E is defined by its functional form

and the paiameters that enter into its definition, 1 e its interaction paramet¬

ers 77, The set of Cartesian coordinates x, which determines the configuration

of the molecular system represents the genuine degrees of freedom of the sys¬

tem This information is however not complete to determine the interaction

function Some information on the molecular topology are m addition re¬

quired (this arises because the electronic degrees of freedom are averaged out

on the contrary of first principles techniques [112, 113])
The molecular topology is accounted for by the use of transient degrees

of freedom vt = u,({x,}) or internal coordinates which properly elucidate

the local molecular topology These transient degrees of freedom typically

depend on two to four atoms which are connected by covalent bindings In

most empirical force fields, four types of those "topological variables" are

used, namely the bond lengths 6,, the bond angles 9„ the dihedral or torsion

angles <f>„ and the out-of-plane angles \% The later dependence leads to the

generic interaction function

E = E (topology, x„ 77,) = E (i\(x,), r?,) (5 1)
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Beside the mere calculation of the energv of a given molecular system

many applications of molecular mechanics require the c alculation of the mo¬

lecular forces Due to the usually rather intricate functional dependence of

E on the moleculai variables x, the task of computing molecular forces mav

seem fairly complicated

4 good example of a typical functional form of the interaction function

is the Consistent \alence Forte Field (C\ FF) [114] available in the Discover

program [103] The analytic form of the eneigv function is

K:d = E^^-^)2 + E^(1 + scosM)2

+ E E<6 -w - &»)+E E(fl - <w - «o)
6 b 0 6

+ E E(6 - h°w - °o)+E F*«cos^ - e»)(e' - e'o)
I) 6 <p

+ E^2 + EE^»AX' (5 2)
x xx

where b aie the bond lengths 8 the bond angles cj> the dihedral angles and

X the out-of-plane angles To get the forces on the atom i one would have

to calculate the derivative dE*o d/dx which is at first sight not trivial

The puipose of the present ehaptei is to devise a general and straightfoi

ward framework for the implementation of the first-derivative calculations

as well as to pave the vvav to the second-derivative calculations of E The

expressions derived here can be used in the calculation of am kind of force

field legal dless of its functional form i e the presented technique allows to

tackle the force calculation of most complicated energy function (with any

tvpe of cross-terms) Other attempts have been already proposed [115]
Because a large amount of publications on the complementary topics of

the non-bonded interaction calculations is available [112 33] we deliberately

restrict ourselves to the sole calculation of the bonded interactions

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed scheme we applied our

calculations to the interaction function of the CFF-force field of class II

[116 117 118] (the corresponding piece of fortran code is to be found m the

appendix) We dehberatelv choose the CFF force field because of the appar¬

ent complexity of its functional form (it contains six cross-terms) and because

of its applicability to hvdrocaibon function groups and alkanes common to

most polvmeis studied by simulation techniques
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5.2 The Force Calculation

Force fields are constructed as analytical expressions which express the en¬

ergy of a svstem in terms of internal coordinates and mternuclear distances

The commonly encountered internal coordinates are the bond lengths b, =

||b,|| (i = 1, ,iVbond), the bond angles 8t (i = 1, , iV»„g), and the

torsion angles (f>, (i = 1, ,Nt0„) which are independent of each others

An additional set of internal coordinates - the out-of-plane angles x« (* =

li i^oop) - helps to account for the planar structures of covalent bonds

with SP-hybndization These four types of internal coordinates can be cal¬

culated from the molecular configuration and its topology and, conversely,

the molecular configuration is uniquely determined by the values of the three

independent degrees of freedom, namely the bond lengths, the bond angles,

and the torsion angles

By formally putting aside the interaction parameters, the most general

expression for the interaction function in terms of the mentioned degrees of

freedom reads

E (topology,x„rjt) = E(bt,et,4>t) + E (x,) (5 3)

The out-of-plane contribution E (x,) is considered on a slightly different foot¬

ing in the interaction function mainly because the out-of-plane angles are not

independent on the three other internal coordinates, l e \ = x(bt> i>%, 6t)
The functional form of the term E (bt, 6,,(j>t) in Eq (5 3) is not necessarly

linear in its argument These non-linear contributions called cross-terms

render the force calculation more confusing The proposed strategy for im¬

plementing the force calculation avoids the pitfalls of cumbersome analytical

calculations

The proposed approach relies on three observations (l) the derivatives

with respect to the internal coordinates of E are straighforward to calculate,

(n) the derivatives with respect to the molecular coordinates of the internal

coordinates are independent of the interaction function E because they only

reflect the local molecular topology (we call them geometric derivatives), and

(in) the use of the chain rule for the calculation of the derivatives permits

to combine the two types of derivatives previously mentioned to obtain the

forces

To illustrate those observations, let us examine the derivative operator

d/db, when applied to the term E (b,, 6t, </>,) in Eq (5 3) Since the internal
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coordinates 6,, 8,, and <p, are mdependent degrees of freedom, this operator

can be expressed as

d
„,, „ ,,

Ab,AE 69, dE dcos^>, AE
.

,,

—E(b„6„h) = -^-— + TrrTr
+ —zrr1-, - 5.4

db, db, Abj db, AB} db, d cos q>3

where the Einstein summation convention has been used.

The derivatives AE/db,, AE/ABj, and AE/A cos <j>j are rather straightfor¬

ward to calculate because of the direct dependence of £ (b,,fl,, <j>t) (the func¬

tional form) on the internal coodinates. The geometric derivatives (reflecting

the connectivity between the atoms) db,/db,, dfy/db,, and d cos </>j/db, must

only be calculated once as explicitelv shown later and can be used in calcu¬

lations of any force fields.

The passage from the derivative operator d/db, to the forces is done via

d

Ax,

_Ab} d

dx, dbj

d(xe - x„) d

dx, db,
-Kx.)~

where xe and x„ are the extremity and origin atom positions of the bond b,

respectively. Since the derivatives d/dxe and d/dx0 in Eq (5.5) only differ

by a factor minus one, it becomes obvious that the sum of all non-bonded

force contributions on a single molecules vanishes (in accordance with the

actio-reactio principle).

It is also worth mentioning that, since the derivative operator d/db, ap¬

plied to E (b,,0,,(t>,) only contains terms either co-linear or perpendicular to

the bond vector b,, the bonded forces do not influence the moment of inertia

of the single molecules as expected.

All those observations, when put together, suggest the following general

procedure to calculate the bonded forces of an interaction function E (with

the interaction parameters r/,) on a molecular system (determined by the its

topology and the atom positions x,).
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Function Bonded Forces(E, r/,, topology, xt)

begin

(1) compute b,,#,,<^,x. from topology, ^,

(2) compute ^^/^.^fromb,,^ 02, x.;

for each energy terms

(3) compute f, $, — from E, rj, and h l!#i 4>i, Xti

(4) compute F, from AE AE AE „nJ

as, > A4>,' aXi
dIlu

dt,
db,

dfl,
db,

d<fe
db, ' db, '

end for

return F,;

end

The calculations at step (1) and (2) capture the configuration and topo-

logic features of the molecules and, consequently, are independent of the force

field employed, i. e. they can be used for calculating any kind of force field

contributions. The corresponding terms are pure geometric contributions to

be enlightened in the next section.

Step (3) embraces the calculations which are specific to a certain func¬

tional form of the force field. Step (4) consists of combining the previously

calculated derivatives according to the derivative chain rule as exemplified in

Eq.(5.4).

5.3 The Geometric Derivatives

There are four geometric contributions to the molecular forces corresponding

to the four internal coordinates used to describe the molecular connectivity.

We review here those contributions and give their analytical expression.

5.4 The Bond-Vector Term

The simpliest geometric derivative to be calculated is the derivative of the

bond vector length with respect to the bond vector components. This reads

The gradient is oriented in the bond direction and is always of unit length.
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5.5 The Bond-Angle Term

The second geometric derivative is the one involving a bond angle. A bond

angle is defined by three bonded atoms xi, X2, and X3 as depicted in Fig. 5.1.

Figure o.l: The bond angle 8 as defined by the three bonded atoms located at

xi, x-2, and x3.

The two bond vectors forming the bond angle 9 are bi = X2 — Xi and

b2 = X3 — x2 according to Fig. 5.1. The value of the bond angle is given by

cos0 =
Wm^i- (5'7)

The corresponding geometric derivatives for the force calculation are

dcos# 1 f b2 . b! "I
. .

dbi ||bi|| |J|b2|| ||bi||J

and its symmetric counterpart d cos f9/db2 obtained by the exchange of the

indices 1 and 2.

If the interaction function explicitly depends on 6 instead of cos 0 as it is

the case for the CFF force field, we rather use the following derivative

M_
=

1 dcosfl_ 1 l_r_b2__ „_bi_l rq)
dbi sinS db, sin fl ||b! || \ ||b2||

C°S

111> 11| J
"

In this latter case, this geometric derivative can diverge for bond angles equal

to zero or n which is tantamount to the unphvsical degeneracy of the bond

angle to a straight segment.

5.6 The Torsion-Angle Term

The torsion angle o is built upon four consecutive atoms located at X[. x2,

x3 and Xf as shown in Fig. 5.2.
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FIGURE 5.2: The torsion angle <j> as defined by the four bonded atoms located at

xi, X2, X3, and X4.

The three bonds bi = xi
-

x2, b2 = x3 - x2, and bj = x4 — x3 serve to

define the two vectors

and

ni = bi x b2

n2 = b2 x b3

(5.10)

(5.11)

The torsion angle <j> measures the angle between the two vectors nx and n2

in the same fashion as it is the case in Eq. (5.7) foi the bond angle. We have

cos©=T1———[7. o.l2

Due to the similarity of the latter equation with Eq. (5.7). we can reuse

Eq. (5.8) by a mere exchange of the role of the vectors b by n to obtain

dcos0
_

1 J n2 n.]

^ir"Mih"co w

By virtue of the definition of ni. we can write

~r~
= £.j*b2l = (e, x b2), = {e} x b2) e,,

dbb

and

dbT
: £.*jbu = (bi x ej>! = (bi x e^ • e,.

where e,^ is the Levi-Cita symbol. By assembling these equations together,

the geometric derivatives become
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and its symmetric counter part

d cos o 1 "r

In, |

n2
X b;

dbj ||n2|| [[|n,j| ||n2

The derivative with respect to the middle-bond similarly comes out to be

5.14)

dcos©

db2

1

1

IM

— COS0-
ni

llnill

n,

i2 l|n,|

n2

lln2|
x b3

x bi. (5.15)

The three geometric derivatives in Eq. (5.13), Eq. (5.14), and Eq. (5.15)
are used in the force calculation.

Bckker, Berendsen, and Van Gunsteren proposed an alternative formula¬

tion of the torsion-angle term to significantly reduce the number of numerical

operations [119].

5.7 The Out-of-Plane Term

The last geometric derivative invokes the contributions of the out-of-plane

angles. The out-of-plane angle x- also called Wilson angle, embraces a central

atom xo bonded to each of the three atoms xi, x2, X3 bv the bonds bi =

Xi - x0. b2 = x2 - x0 and b; = xj - x0, respectively. Fig. 5.3 illustrates the

particular connectivity required for the Wilson angle to be defined.

Figure 5.3 The out-of-plane angle % as defined by the four bonded atoms located

at xo, Xi, x2. and xj.
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To define the Wilson angle, three angles xi> X2, and X3 are computed

accordingly to

Sin** = j^« l =W (5J6)

where tix = b2 x b3, n2 = b3 x bi, and n3 = bi x b2 (or iij = e^bj x hk).

The value of the Wilson angle is the mean value of those three angles which

reads

X=Xl
+

X32
+ X3. (5.17)

Inspired from the previous calculations, we obtain in a similar manner

dsinx! 1 ( ni .
bj {

"ui lioill Uinill

and

d sin xi

db2 4{M-SinXlS}Xb3' (5'19)

as well as

dsinxi 1 f b!
. ill "1

.„ „„.

db3 Mi illbiH UmllJ

The three latter equations are the geometric derivatives accounting for the

Wilson angle contribution in the force calculations.

5-8 Implementation of the CFF Force Field

In order to give a concrete example of the presented implementation strategy,

we treat here class II of the CFF force field available in the Cerius and

Discover program [103]. We next review all the term of this force field and

give the analytical expressions for the forces on the single atoms.

The first type of interactions as depicted in Fig. 5.4 only involves one kind

of internal coordinates at a time, i. e. no correlation between the internal

coordinates are considered.

First of those four terms, the quadratic bond term is defined as

^(6.) = £ [Rf\b, - b^f + K?\b, - b^ + ^(b, - b^r] , (5. 21)
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FiGLitr. 5.4. Illustration of the CFF interartion terms involving only one type of

internal coordinates at a time.

where the constants 6, , Kx , K\ and K\ dependent on the kind of bond

involved. The force results directly from the combination of Eq. (5.21) and

Eq. (5.6) as

dEb

db,

Ah,

db^ (5.22)

where di,/db, is the geometric derivative with respect to the bond vector.

The next interaction term involves only one bond angle and has a func¬

tional form given by

E,(9.) = £ [Hl2)(St - f)f]y + #,<>, - *j°>)5 + H\'\0, - <fV] (5-23)

where 9\ ,H\ ,H\ and H[ are the bond-angle constants. The bonded

force on atom i can be obtained by combining the latter equation with the

geometric derivative d#,/db, in Eq. (5.9) to provide

EdE„ df)j

db,'
(5.24)

The third interaction term accounts for the torsion potential involving an

unique torsion angle as it can be seen in

£*(<!>.) = ^ [l',("(l - coso,) + \f\l - cos2<z>,) + r/3)(l - cos 3o,)] (.5.25)
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of the cross-terms in the CFF force field involving the

correlation between the torsion angle and other internal coordinates.

The force on atom i can be expressed as

Ed-E^
. i

J

dbT
(5.26)

where d<£,/db, is, according to the bond position within the torsion angle,

the corresponding geometric derivative given in either Eq. (5.13). Eq. (5.14),

or Eq. (5.15).

The fourth interaction term invoking only one kind of internal coordinates

is the out-of-plane term whose contribution reads

Ex(X.) = Y,Kxrf- (5.27)

Combined with either Eq. (5.18), Eq. (5.19). or Eq. (5.20). the force on atom

i is given by

F,* =
db,'

(5.28)

We now turn to the terms which involve more than one internal coordinate

at a time. As illustrated in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6, these contributions account

for the correlation between two or more internal coordinates. We call them

cross-terms.

To illustrate the force calculation, when applied on cross-terms, we con¬

sider the contributions which invoke the correlation between the torsion angle
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and either one or two bond angles or the bond length as depicted m Fig. 5.5.

There are four contributions to the interaction function which are

£*(&> M = E&- bT) (v>(1) ros ft + v«(2) cos 2& + v'.(s) co& 3^) (5-29)

where the bond concerned can be the middle one (contribution Ej2iil'') or

both the end ones (contribution E^d) of the torsion angle. When applying

the derivative chain rule, the contribution to the force on atom i becomes

Fij -E
3

-E

j Fmidd>n

d£;

db,
E

d£.
60

db,

d^
dbT

60 d^
d(pj J db,

E
fdK;

dft,

d^
db,

(5.30)

where the geometric derivatives d<5,/db, and d6j/db, onlv depend on the mo¬

lecular topology and have been calculated according to Eq. (5.6), Eq. (5.13),

Eq. (5 14), and Eq. (5.15). The tenn dis/^/dcV, are directly calculated from

the functional form of the interaction function in Eq. (5.29).

The next term invoking the toision angle is

EeMA) = E^ ~0T"> (l',(1)s«ii + i;(2)cos2(/.I + i;('i)cos3^) .(5.31)

which, when properlv differentiated, gives

dEpj, dOj
_ y^ dE6i> dd>j

j
d0j db, ^ d^ db,

(5.32)

Once more, the geometric derivatives d</>;/db, and d^/db, have already been

calculated and the contribution dEg^/dOj is easily obtained by differentiating

Ee<P in Eq (5.31).

Similarly we can handle the following correlation of three internal co-

oidinates

Em («„ 0j) = £ A'M ,4 cos <A, (0, - 0<o)) {6k - 0<°>)
0, tj ek

to end up with the force on atom i being

p0«0' \p dggtw dfl,
_ y^ d£>,,/ d^

dSj db, d<#, db,

(5.33)

(5.34)
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of the CFF interaction terms involving the correlation

among the bond lengths and the bond angles.

We now turn to the cross-terms involving solely the bond lengths and

bond angles as shown in Fig. 5.6. We first consider

Eu(0„ b3) = Y, Ft,b, (9, - 0[0)){b, - bf})
e,.bj

which contributes with

*f = -E
<iEM A9j

_ y^
AEU dbj

ABj db, ^ dbj db,

to the force on atom i. The next contribution is

Ew(b,)= EF^(&. -b^Kbj-b^
b.b,

,<°h

which leads to

FL. E
AEW

db, b,
*-£

dE
(end-end)

db, V

(5.35)

(5.36)

(5.37)

(5.38)

And Finalh' we add the contribution of the bond angle correlation which is

E«r{{9,}) = EF».»,(*. -){<>, -<') (5-39)
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to obtain

E
i

& <«<"

Gathering all those contributions, we get the total potential energy for

the bonded interactions as

+EM, + E<7'idle' + Et;A) + Ebs + E„ + Em. (5.41)

To sum up, we have shown how it is possible to calculate the derivatives

of the bonded interaction function E^°"d with respect to the atom coordinates

Xj. In a first step, the geometric derivatives d6,/db,, dO^/db,. d^/db,, and

d^j/db, can be computed independently of the interaction function E*°"d.

The next step comprises the calculation of the derivatives of E^"d with re¬

spect to the internal coordinates bt, 0j. 0,, and Xj- The last step consists

in the combination of the geometric derivatives with the latter derivatives of

^w"d according to the chain rule.

In the appendix, the fortran 77 implementation of the force calculation is

given as an example. The validity of this code has been proved by comparison

with the results from the Discover program on various molecules.

5.9 Second Derivative and Force Field Cal¬

culations

The calculation of the second derivatives - the Hessian matrix - can be ad¬

dressed in the same maimer as the case of the first derivatives. The similar

scheme consists in separating the geometric derivatives from the force field

dependent terms. This is based on

d2EUr,
_

d*Eaj fd>3da dad£l
dadb

~

dadfi \dadb
+
dadb

d2Eagdada d2Eafidi3 d8
+

da2 dadb+ dp2 dadb

+
dE^^a_

+
dEal^l_

da dbda d[i dadb

where a and [i are some internal coordinates and the vectors a and b some

Cartesian coordinates of the atoms. The terms da/da, da/db, d/3/da, and
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d/3/db correspond to the already given geometric derivatives where a,/3 e

{6,6,4>, \} The derivatives of second order such as d2a/dadb must still be

exphcitely calculated, which amounts to a book-keeping exercice

Additionally, the derivatives with respect to the bond vector can be used

and transformed back to the Cartesian derivatives according to the identity

—^
= (4,x, - <W(<^, - -WdbTdbT <5 43)

5.10 Conclusion

We have proposed a general implementation strategy for the calculation

of forces for any type of force fields The scheme relies on the distinction

between the topologic contributions due to the molecular structure and the

direct contributions from the interaction function The equations giving the

geometric derivatives of first order may be used in the calculations of the

forces for any kind of force field The treatment of cross-terms involving

more than one internal coordinate at a time is straightforward

The proposed strategy has been successfully employed for the implement¬

ation of the CFF force field m fortran 77 The force calculations, which have

served to write the fortran code given in the appendix, have been reviewed

in some details
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Appendix

FORTRAN implementation of the CFF-Force Field

InitConfiguration.f

This central routine computes the bond vectors, bond distances, angles, angle

derivatives, torsion cosinus, torsion derivatives, out-of-plane angles and out-

of-plane derivatives (in all cases the derivatives with respect to bond vectors)
of the structure represented by coordinates and connectivity tables. These

values and their corresponding geometric derivatives will be used to compute

the energy and atomic forces of the structure at hand.

c VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

c TotBoudS

c Total number of bonds of the system
c— BndTable(MaxAt»2,2)

c Atom list of bondad interactions Col,it2]

c— TotAngles
c Total number of angles of the system
c— AngTable(4*MftiAt,5)
c Tabic of angle
c Cbl.b2,atl.at2,at3J
c UniqueTorsioas
c Number of ti

c—- TorTable(MaxAt*6,9)

c Table of toi

c Cangl,ang2,bl,b2,b3,atl,at2,«t3,st<?
c— UmqueOOPs
c Number of out-of-plane configurations
c— 00PTable(MaxAt,7)

c Table of oop-configurations
c Cbl,b2,b3,atl,at2,at3,at4]

c— Coord(MaxAt,3)

c Coordinates of the atoms

c— BndVal(MaxAt*2)

c Bond lengths
c— BndCmp(MaxM*2,3)
c Bond vectors

c— AngVal(4*KaxAt)
c Angle values

e— AngDer(4*HaxAt,2,3)
c Derivatives of the angle
e vith respect to the bonds

c— TorCos(6*MaxAt)

Cosinus at the torsiou angle
- TorD*r(6*MaxAt,3.3)

Derivatives of the torsion

vith respect to the bonds

- O0PV*l(MaiAt,3)

Values of the out-of-plane angle
- Q0PDar(MaxAt,3,3,3)

Derivatives of the out-of-plane angle
vith respect to the three surrounding bonds

SUBROUTINE InitCoafiguration(h,Coord)

IMPLICIT

INCLUDE

INCLUDE

INCLUDE

NONE

'parameters inc'

'bonded iac'

'Molecule inc'

DOUBLE PRECISION

DOUBLE PRECISION

h(3,3)

Coord(3,MaxAt)

INTEGER

INTEGER

INTEGER

DOUBLE PRECISION

DOUBLE PRECISION

DOUBLE PRECISION

DOUBLE PRECISION

DOUBLE PRECISION

DOUBLE PRECISION

i.j.k

Bndl,Bnd2.Bnd3

bdl,bd2,bd3

sl,s2,s3

ValCos,ValAng,ValSin
M(3),b2(3),b3C3)

vt(3).v2(3)

nl(3) n2(3),n3(3),n4(3)

hinv(3,3)

the bond-lengths
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CALL MINV(h hinv)

DD 1 1 TotBonds

Bndl BndTabled 1)

Bnd2 BndTabled 2)

DO : 1 3

bl(j) Coord(j Bnd2) Ccord(j Bndl)

END DO

" check for bonds across boundaries

DD j 1 3

b2(])
> hinv(j l).bl(l)+hinv(j 2)«bl(2)+

> hinvCj 3)*bl(3)

bl(j) b2(j) dnint(b2(j))
END DO

DO j 1 3

BndCrapd j) h(j l)*bld)+h(j 2)*bl(2)+

> h(j 3)-bl(3)

END DQ

BndYaHl) = DSQRT (BndCrap (i 1)*«2+

> BndCmpd 2)**2+BndCmpd 3)"2)

END DO

DO l 1 TotAngles
Bndl AngTabled 1)

Bnd2 AngTabled 2)

s sign( Bndl)

s2 signCl Bnd2)

DO j 1 3

bltj) sl*BndCmp(abs(Bndl) j)
b2(j) s2«BndCmp(abs(Bnd2) j)

END DO

CALL DerProd(bl b2 ValCos nl n2)

AngVald) = DACOS(ValCos)

ValSm 1 M>/DSISUngValU))
DO j 1 3

AngDerd 1 j) nl(j)-ValSin
AngDerd 2 j) n2(j)*ValSin

END DO

END DO

ie torsion cosines and the derivative

ValAng 0 DO

DD k 1 3

DO j 1 3

OOPDerd j i

END DO

EHD DO

DO j :

M0D(] 3J+1

NOD(j+l 33 + 1

M0D(j+2 3) + l

Bndl ABS(0OPTable(i bdl))

Bnd2 ABStODPTabled bd2))

Bnd3 ABSCOOPTabled bd3))

si sign(l OOPTabled bdl))

s2 signd OOPTabled bd2))

s3 signCl OOPTabled bd3))

DO k 1 3

bl(k) sl*BndCmp(Bndl k)

b2(k) s2*BndCmp(Bnd2 k)

b3(k) s3*BndCmp(Bnd3 k)

END DO

il * b2 X b3l )* sin X bl«(b2 X b3) / (

CALL DerProd(bl nl ValS n vl v2)

ValCos DASIN(ValSin)

ValAng ValAng+ValCos
ValCos 1 DO/DC0S(ValCos)

CALL CROSS<v2 b3 n2)

CALL CR0SS(v2 b2 n3)

DO k 1 3

OPDert bd k) OOPDerd bdl k)+vl (k)'ValCos

OOPDerd bd2 k) OOPDerCi bd2 k) n2<k)>ValCos

OOPDerd bd3 k) OOPDerCi bd3 k)+n3(k)*ValCos

END DO

Bndl TorTabled 3)

Bnd2 TorTablet 4)

Bnd3 TorTabled 5)

si signU Bndl)

s2 signd Bnd2)

s3 signCl Bnd3)

DO j 1 3

bl(j) sl*BndCmp(abs(Bndl) j)
b2d) s2*BndCmp(abs(Bnd2> j>

b3(j) 33*BndCmp(abs(Bnd3) j)
END DO

bl X b2

CALL CROSSfbl b2 nl)

b2 X b3

CALL CROSS(b2 b3 n2)

CALL CR0SS(vl b2 nl)

CALL CR0SS(v2 b2 n2)

CALL CR0SS(v2 b3 n3)

CALL CR0SS(vl bl n4)

DO j 1 3

TorDerd 1 j) nl(j)
TorDerd 2 j) n3(j)+i
TorDerC 3 j) n2(j)

END DO

END DD

END DD

ODPvalCi) ValAng/3 DO

EHD DO

END

SUBROUTIHE CRCSS(vl v2 d)

IMPLICIT NONE

DOUBLE PRECISION vl(3) v2(3)

DOUBLE PRECISION n(3)

n(l) vl(2)*v2(3) vl(3)*v2(2)

n(2) vl(3)*v2U) vHl)*v2(3)

n(3) vl(l)*v2(2) vl(2)+v2(l)

END

SUBROUTIHE DerProdCvl v2 prod DerProdl DerProd2)

IMPLICIT DONE

DOUBLE PRECISION vl(3) v2(3)

DOUBLE PRECISION DerProdl(3)

DOUBLE PRECISION DerProd2(3)

DOUBLE PRECISION prod
DOUBLE PRECISION al cv2

INTEGER 1

nl 1 D0/DSQRT(vKl)**2+vl(2)**2+vl(3)**2)

1 D0/DSQRT(v2Cl)**2+v2(2)'*2+v2£3)*-2)

prod (vld)*v2(l)-t-vl(2)*v2(2)+vl(3)»v2(3))*nl*n2

DerProdld) nl-(v2d)*n2 prod*vld)*nl)
DerProd2d) n2*(vld)*nl prod*v2d)»n2)

END DO

of plane angles

1 UniqueDOPs
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BondForces.f

This routine computes the forces on the atoms of the CFF-Force Field. The

twelve involved energy terms are computed independently of each other

: FILE BondForces f

: CONTENT

: SUBROUTINE F.Bnd

: SUBROUTINE F.Ang
: SUBROUTINE F.Tor

: SUBROUTINE F.QOP

: SUBROUTINE F.BndBnd

: SUBROUTINE F.BndAng
; SUBROUTINE F.AngAng
: SUBROUTINE F.EndBndTor

: SUBROUTINE F.HidBndTor

; SUBflOPTIME F.AagTor
: SUBROUTINE F.AngAngTor
: SUBROUTINE F_BndBndl3

SUBROUTINE BondForcesCh,Coord,E,F)

PURPOSE The 12 bonded-energy forces are computed

IMPLICIT NONE

INCLUDE 'parameters inc'

INCLUDE 'bonded mc'

DOUBLE PRECISION ECnbr.energy)
DOUBLE PRECISION FO.MaxAt)

DOUBLE PRECISION h{3,3)

DOUBLE PRECISION Coord(3,MaxAt)

INTEGER i,2

do i»l,TotAtoms

F(j,i) = 0 0D0

do i=l,nbr_energy
ECi) = 0 DO

CALL InitConfiguration(h,Coord)

CALL F„Bnd(EU) F)

CALL F_Aug(E£2),F)
CALL F.Tor(EC3),F)
CALL F.00PCEC4).F)

CALL F_BndBnd<E(6),F)

CALL F_BndAng(E(6),F)
CALL F„AngAng(E<7),F)
CALL F_EndBodTor(E(8),F)

CALL F,MldBodToHE(9},F>

CALL F.AngTorCE(lO).F)
CALL F„AngAngTor(E(ll).F)
CALL F_BndBndl3(E(12),F)

WRITE (*,'(A29,F12 6)')

>
' Bond Energy .E(l>

WRITE (*,'(A29,F12 6)')

> '
Angle Energy \E(2)

WRITE {*,'(A29,F12 6)')

> ' Torsion Energy \E(3)

WRITE (* 'CA29.F12 6)')

>
' Out-ol-Plane Energy *,E(4)

WRITE (t.'CA)') '

WRITE <*.,(A29,F12 6)')

>
' Total noncross

' ,E(l)+E<2)+E(3)-t-E(4)
WRITE (*,*)
WRITE (*,'(A29.F12 6)')

> ' Bond-Bond Energy ',E(6)

WRITE (*,'(A29,F12 6)')

> '
Bond-Angle Energy ',E(6)

WRITE (*,'(A29,F12 6)0

>
'

Angle-Angle Energy ',E(7)

'.E(8)

\E(9)

'.E(10)

ECU)

WRITE (*,'(A29,F12 6)')

>
'
End-Bond Torsion Energy

WRITE C*,'CA29,F12 6)')

>
'
Mid-Bond Torsion Energy

WRITE (*,'(A29,F12 6)'}

>
'

Angle-Torsion Energy
WRITE (*,'(A29.F12 6)')

> '

Angle-Angle-Torsion Energy
WRITE (*,'(A29,F12 6)')

>
'
Bond-Bond.l_3 Energy ',E(12)

WRITE (*,'(*)') ' '

WRITE C*,'(A29,F12 6)') ' Total cross Terms

> E(5)+E(6)+E(7J*EC8)+EC9)+E£10)+E(11>EC12)
WRITE (*.'(*)') ' '

WRITE (•,'(A29,F12 6)') ' Total

> E(l)+E(2)+E(3)+E{4)+E<6)+E(6)+
> E(7)+E(8)*E(9)+E(10)*E(11)+E(12)

WRITE(*.»)

BSD

SUBROUTINE F_Bnd(EBnd,F)

PURPOSE The bond energy and the i.

atoms originating from the bond

are computed

IMPLICIT NONE

INCLUDE 'paraaete
INCLUDE 'bonded

INCLUDE 'Molecul

DOUBLE PRECISION EBnd

DOUBLE PRECISION F(3,M»xAt)

INTEGER i

INTEGER bl,b2

DOUBLE PRECISION pl,p2,p3
DOUBLE PRECISION DBnd.dF

EBnd = 0 DO

DO i=l.UmqueBonds
DBnd = BndVaHi)-BndParams(i.l)

pi BndParams(i,2)

p2 * BndParams<i.3)

p3 = BndParams(i,4)

EBnd = EBnd+DBnd*DBnd«(pl+DBnd*Cp2*DBnd*p3))
dF = -DBnd"(2 D0*pt+DBnd»C3 D0*p2+DBod*4 D0»p3))
CALL Bond2ForcesCi.dF,F)

END DO

END

SUBROUTINE F.AngCEAng.F)

PURPOSE The angle energy and the forces on

the atoms originating from the angle interaetit

term are computed

IMPLICIT

INCLUDE

INCLUDE

INCLUDE

NONE

'parameters i

'bonded inc'

Molecule ie

DOUBLE PRECISION EAng
DOUBLE PRECISION F(3,MasAt)

INTEGER l

DOUBLE PRECISION dAng.dF



EAng 0 0

DG i=l (JulqueAngles

dAng AngVald) AngPararasd 1)

EAng EAng + dAng*dAng*(AngParasisd

dAng*(AngParams(i
I dAng* (AngParams( i

dF = dAng*(2 DO*AngParamsd 2)+

dAng*(3 DO*AngParamsd 3)+

! dAng*(4 DO'AngParamsCi 4)) ))

CALL Angle2Forces( dF F)

SUBROUTINE F Tor(ETor F)

PURPOSE The to rsion energy and the 1

the atoms originating from the torsion

interact! on term are computed

IMPLICIT NONE

INCLUDE parameters inc

INCLUDE bonded inc

INCLUDE Molecule inc

INTEGER i

DOUBLE PRECISION DTorCos DTorCos2 dETor

DOUBLE PRECISION pi p2 p3

EToi 0 0

DO =1 UniqueTorsions
DTorCos TorCosd)

DTorCos2 DTorCos*DTorCos

pi = TorParamsd 1)

p2 = TorParams( 3)

p3 TorParamsCi 5)

ETor ETor + pl*(l DO DTorCos)+

> p2*(2 DO 2 D0*DTorCos2}+

> p3*(l DO (4 D0«DTorCos2 3 D0)*DTorCos)

pl+4 D.Q.p2'DTorCas+p3«U2 DQ*DTorCos2 3 DO)

SUBROUTINE F 00PCE00P F)

PURPOSE The

forces on the

IMPLICIT

INCLUDE

INCLUDE

INCLUDE

if plane energy and the

: originating from the

term are computed

NONE

parameters
bonded m

Molecule

INTEGER i j k

INTEGER atO atl at2 at3

DOUBLE PRECISION AvOCPVal dEOOP

DOUBLE PRECIS OB pi p2 p3

EOOP 0 0

30 i=l UniqueOOPs
atO OOPTabled 5)

atl 0OPTable< 4)

at2 OOPTabled 6)

at3 OOPTabled 7)

Pi lOPParamsd 1)

dEOOP OGPVal< ) COPParamsC

EOOP E00P+pl+(dEO0P*+2)
dEOOP 2 D0*pl*d£G0P/3 DO

DO j .
3

Pi dEOOP "OOPDerd 1 j)
p2 dEOOP-DOPDei:( 2 j)

p3 dEOOP*OOPDerd 3 j)
F(] atO) F(j atO) (pl+p2+p3)
F(j atl) F<j atl) + pi

F(: at2) F(] at2) + P2

F(j at3) F(j at3) + p3
END DO

END DO

SUBROUTINE ] F)

PURPOSE The bond bond

the forces os

oss term energy and

ims originating from this

interaction term are computed There is one

bond bond cross term per angle interaction

formed by the two bonds making the angle

IMPLICIT NONE

INCLUDE paramet
INCLUDE bonded

INCLUDE Molecu

DOUBLE PRECISION EBndBnd

DOUBLE PRECISION F(3 MaxAt)

INTEGER l

INTEGER bl b2

DOUBLE PRECISION drl dr2

DOUBLE PRECISION dEBndBnd dF

EBndBnd 0 0

DO l 1 UniqueAngles
bl ABSUngTabled 1))

b2 ABSUngTabled 2))

drl BndVal(bl) BndBndParamsd 2)

dr2 BndVaUb!) BndBndParamsd 3)

dEBndBnd BndBndParamsd 1)

EBndBnd EBndBnd + dEBndBnd*drl*dr2

dF dr2

CALL Bond2ForcesCbl dF F)

dF dEBndBnd'drl

CALL Bond2Forces<b2 dF F)

END DO

END

SUBROUTINE F BndAng<EBndAng F)

PURPOSE The bond angle cross terra energy and

the forces on the atoms originating from this

interaction term are computed
There are two bond angle term per angle bonded

the angle being made by two bonds

IMPLICIT NONE

INCLUDE parameters

INCLUDE bonded in

INCLUDE Molecule

INTEGER l

INTEGER bl b2

DOUBLE PRECISION da drl dr2

DOUBLE PRECISION dF dEda

DDUBLE PRECISION pi p2

EBndAllg 0 0

DO 1 UniqueAngles
bl ABSUngTabled D)

b2 ABSUngTabled 2))

da AngVal (, i) BndAngParan
dr BndVal(bl) BndAngParan
dr2 BndVal(b2) BndAngParan

pi BndAngParams{i 1)

p2 BndAngParams(i 4)

dEda pl*drl+p2*dr2

EBndAng EBndAng + da'dEda

dF dEda

CALL Angle2Forcesd dF F)
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dF - -pl*da
CALL Bond2Forces(bl,dF,F)

dF - -p2*da
CALL Bond2Forces(b2,dF,F)

END DO

END

SUBROUTINE F_AngAng(EAngAng,F)

PURPOSE The angle-angle ctobb term energy and

the forces on the atoms originating from this

interaction term are computed
The number of angle-angle bonded depends on the

molecular configuration and cannot be derived

directly from the number c-f bonds, angles or

torsions

IMPLICIT NONE

INCLUDE 'paramete
INCLUDE 'bonded

INCLUDE 'Holecul

DOUBLE PRECISION EAngAng
DOUBLE PRECISION F(3,MaxAt)

INTEGER l

INTEGER «1,&2

DOUBLE PRECISION dal,da2

DOUBLE PRECISION dF.pl

EAngAng =00
DO i=l,Uniqu«AngleAngles
al = absCAngAngTableCi.DJ
a2 = abs(AngAngTable<i,2)}
dal- AngVal(al) - AngAngParans(i,2}
da2= AngVaKa?; - AngAngPar«mfi<i,3)
pi = AngAngPararasd.l)
EAngAng = EAngAng + pl»dal*da2
dF = -pl*da2
CALL Angle2Forces(al,dF,F)
dF » -pi.dal
CALL Angle2Forces(a2,dF,F)

END DO

END

SUBROUTINE F.EndBndTorCEEndBndTor.F)

PURPOSE The end-bond-torsion crosi-tenn energy
and the forces on the atoms originating from

this interaction tern are computed There are

two end-bond-torsion cross term per torsion angle,
one for each bond at either end

IMPLICIT

INCLUDE

INCLUDE

INCLUDE

NONE

'parameters inc'

'bonded inc'

'Molecule inc'

DOUBLE PRECISION EEndBndTor

DOUBLE PRECISION F{3,Ha*At)

INTEGER i

INTEGER bl,b3

DOUBLE PRECISION drl,dr3

DOUBLE PRECISION TorsCos.SQCos
DOUBLE PRECISION dEdbl,dEdb3

DOUBLE PRECISION dEdphil,dEdphi3
DOUBLE PRECISION dF

EEndBndTor =00

DO i=l,UmqueTorsion9
TorsCos = TorCos(i)

SQCos = TorsCos**2

bl = TorTabIe(i,3)

b3 = TorTable(i,5)

bl = absCbi;

b3 = abs(b3)

drl = BndValCbl) - EndBndTorParams(i,4)

dr3 » BndVal(b3) - EndBndTorParams(i,8)

dEdbl = EndBndTorParaBs(i,l)*TorsCos +

1 EndBndTorParams(i,2)*(2 D0*SQ.Cos-l DO) +

2 EndBndTorParamB(i,3)*(4 D0*SQCos-3 D0)«TorsCos

dEdb3 = EndBndTorParams(i,5)*TorBCos +

1 EndBndTorParams(i,6)*<2 D0*SQCoa-l DO)

2 EndBndTorParams(i,7)«(4 DO*SOCos-3 DO)*TorsCoS

dEdphil EndBndTorParamsCi 1)+

1 EndBndTorParams(i,2)*(4 DO*TorsCos)

2 EndBndTorParamsCi,3)*U2 DO*SQCos-3 DO)

d£dphi3 = EndBndTorParams(i,5)+
1 EndBndT«Paraos£i,6)*(4 DD'TorsCoaO +

2 EndBndTorParama(i,7)*<12 D0*SQCos-3 DO)

EEndBndTor = EEndBndTor + dEdbl'drl + dEdb3*dr3

dF = -dEdbl

CALL Bond2ForcesCbl,dF,F)
dF - -dEdb3

CALL BoBd2Forees(b3,dF,F)
dF = -CdEdphil*drl*dEdphi3*dr3)
CALL Torsion2Forces(i,dF,F)

END DO

END

SUBROUTINE F_MidBndTor(EWidBndTor,P)

PURPOSE The middle-bond-torsion cross-term

energy and the forces on the atoms originating
from this interaction term are computed There

is one middle-bond-torsion cross-term per

torsion angle

IMPLICIT NONE

INCLUDE 'parameters
INCLUDE 'bonded in

INCLUDE 'Molecule

DOUBLE PRECISION EMidBndTor

DOUBLE PRECISION F<3,KaxAt)

INTEGER i

INTEGER b2

DOUBLE PRECISION DrorCos,DTorCos2
DOUBLE PRECISION dr2,dEdb2,dEdphi,dF
DOUBLE PRECISION s2,pl,p2,p3

EMidBndTor =00

DO i=l,UniqueTorsions
DTorCos = TorCos(i)

DTorCos2= DTorCos**2

b2 = ABsCTorTabled 4))

dr2<= BndV«l(b2)-MidBndTorParams(i,4)

pi - MidBndTorParams{i,i)

p2 = MidBndTorParams(i,2)

p3 = MidBndTorParame(i,3)
dEdb2 - pl*DTorCos*p2*<2 D0*DTorCos2-l Di

> p3*(4 D0*DTorCos2-3 D0)"DTorCoi

dEdphl = pl+p2*(4 DO'DTorCos) +

> p3»(12 D0*DTorCos2-3 DO)

EMidBndTor » EMidBndTor dEdb2»dr2

s2 = aignCl,TorTable(i,4))
dF = -d£ds2

CALL Bond2Forces(b2 dF.F)

dF = -D«dphi"'dr2
CALL Tarsion2Forces(i,dF,F)
END DO

END

SUBROUTINE F.AngTorCEAngTor.F)

PURPOSE The angle-torsion cross-term energy

and the forces on the atoms originating from

this interaction tern are computed
There are two angles per torsion interaction

and therefore twice as many angle-torsion cross

IMPLICIT HONE

INCLUDE 'parameters in

INCLUDE 'bonded inc'

INCLUDE 'Molecule inc
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INTEGER 1

INTEGER al a2

DOUBLE PRECISION DTorCos DTorCo32

DOUBLE PRECISIPN dal da2 dEdal dEda2 dEdphil t

DOUBLE PRECISION dF

EAngTor 0 0

DO i 1 UniqueTorsions
DTorCos TorCosC )

DTorCos2 DTorCos*«2

al ABSCTorTableCi 1))

a2 ABS(TorTable( 2))

dal AngVal(al) AngTorParamsCi 4)

da2 AngValCa2) AngTorParamsd 8)

dEdal AngTorParamsd l)«DTorC0E +

1 AngTorParamsCi 2)«(2 D0'DTorCos2 1 DO)

2 AngTorParamsCi 3)*

3 (4 D0*DTorCos2*DTorCos 3 D0*DTorCos)

dEda2 AngTorParamsCi 5)*DTorCos +

1 AngTorParamsCi 6)*(2 D0*DTorCos2 1 DO)

2 AngTorParamsCi 7)*

3 C4 D0*DTorCos2*DTorCos 3 DO*DTorCos)

dEdphil AngTorParamsCi 1) *

1 AngTorParamsC 2)*4 DO*DTorCos *

2 AngTorParamsCi 3)*

3 (12 D0*DTorCos2 3 DO)

dEdphi2 AngTorParamsCi 5) +

1 AngTorParamsCi 6)*4 DO«DTorCos *

2 AngTorParamsCi 7)*

3 (12 D0*DTorCos2 3 DO)

EAngTor EAngTor + dEdal*dai + dEda2*da2

dF CdEdphil+dal + dEdphi2*da2)
CALL Torsion2Fcrces(i dF F)

dF dEdal

CALL Angle2Forces(al dF F)

dF d£da2

CALL Angle2Forces(a2 dF F)

END DO

SUBROUTINE F AngAngTorCEAngAngTc

LglePURPOSE

and the fo;

this

cross term energy

or ginatmg from

omputed

IMPLICIT NONE

INCLUDE pararaete

INCLUDE bonded

INCLUDE Molecul

INTEGER i

INTEGER al a2

DOUBLE PRECISION DTorCos

DOUBLE PRECISION dal da2 dEda dEdphi
DOUBLE PRECISION dF

EAngAngTor 0 DO

DO i 1 UniqueTorsions
DTorCos TorCos(i)

al absCTorTablefi 1))

a2 abs(TorTable(i 2))

dal AagVaHal) AngfcngTorParBins Ci 2)

da2 AngValCa2) AngAngTorParamsCi 3)

dEdphi AngAngTorParamsCl 1)

dEda = dEdphi*DTorCos
EAngAngTor EAngAngTor+dEda*daJ *da2

dF dEda»da2

CALL Angle2ForcesCa1. dF F)

dF dEda'dal

CALL Angle2Porces(a2 dF F)

dF dEdphi*dal*da2
CALL Torsion2ForcesCi dF F)

END DO

END

SUBROUTINE F BndBndl3(EBndBndl3 F)

PURPOSE The end bond torsion cross terra energy
and the forces on the atoms originating from this

There are tvo end. bond toraicu cross term per tors

angle one for each bond at either end

IMPLICIT NONE

INCLUDE paramete

INCLUDE bonded

INCLUDE Molecul

INTEGER i

INTEGER bl b3

DOUBLE PRECISION drl dr3

DOUBLE PRECISION DTorCos DTorCos2

DOUBLE PRECISION dEdb dF

EBndBndl3 0 DO

DO l 1 UniqueTorsions
DTorCos TorCos(i)

DTorCos2 DTorCos»«2

bl abs(TorTable(i 3))

b3 abs(TorTableCi 5))

drl BndVal(bl) BndBndl3Params(i U

dr3 BndVal(b3) BndBndl3ParamsCi 2)

dEdb BndBndl3ParamsCi 3)

EBndBadlS EBndBndlS + dEdb*drl*dr3

dF d£db*dr3

CALL Bond2ForcesCbl dF F)

dF dEdb'drl

CALL Bond2ForcesCb3 dF F)

EhD DO

END

SUBROUTINE Bond2For(

NONE

paramet

bonded

Molecu

INTEGER bnd

DOUBLE PRECISION factor

DOUBLE PRECISION FC3 MaxAt)

INTEGER j

INTEGEK al a2

DOUBLE PRECISION dF

al - BndTableCBnd 1)

a2 BndTableCBnd 2)

dF factor/BndValCbnd)

DO j 1 3

F(j al) FCj al) dF*BndCmp(bnd j)
F(j a2) FCj a2)+dF*BndCmpCbnd j)

END DD

END

SUBROUTINE Angle2Forces(angle factor F)

IMPLICIT NONE

INCLUDE paramete
INCLUDE bonded

INCLUDE Molecul

INTEGER angle
DOUBLE PRECISION lactor

DOUBLE PRECISION FC3 MaxAt)
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INTEGER atl,at2,at3

DOUBLE PRECISION dF

atl * AagTabl*(angU,3)
at2 = AngTabl«(angl8,4>
at3 = AngTable(angl«,5)
DO j=l,3
dF = factor*AngDar(angle,l,j)
FCj.atl) - Ffj.atl) + dF

F(j,at2) = F(j,at2) - dF

dF s factor*AngD«r(angla,2,j)
F(],at3) " F(j,at3) + dF

F(jt*t2) = F<j,ae2? - dF

END DO

SUBROUTINE Torsion2Forces(tors,1actor,F)

IMPLICIT BOTE

INCLUDE 'parameters mc

INCLUDE 'bonded ioc'

INCLUDE 'Molecule ac'

DOUBLE PRECISION tactor

DOUBLE PRECISION F(3,MaxAt)

IBTEGEH J

INTEGER al,a2.&3,a4

DOUBLE PRECISION dF

al = ToiTableCtors.e)

a2 = TorTableCtors.T)
a3 = TorTabl«(totB,8)

a4 = TorTableCtors,9)

DO j=l,3
dF = TorDer(tors,l,j)',ia<:t°i'
FCj.al) = FCj.al) - dF

FCj,a2) * F(j,a2) + dF

dF = TorD«(tors,2,j)»i&ctor
F{j.a2) = F(j.a2) - dF

F(j,a3) = FCj,a3) dF

dF = TorDarCtors,3,3)*fac1;or
F(3,a3) * F(j,a3) - dF

F(j,a4> * FO.*4) + dF

END DG

END
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Outlook

The present work provides the molecular simulation with new techniques to

tackle the issue of modeling length and time scales that are beyond the scope

of classical methods Three main areas of application of these techniques can

be identified

Since the Parallel-Rotation Monte Carlo scheme properly addresses the

problem of simulation of long chains of dense polymers, this Monte Carlo

technique could be advantageously used for the studies of complexe realistic

polymer systems, m particular when the quality of the phase space sampling

is of great importance A comparison should be made with true dynamical

algorithms, such as molecular dynamics

The problem of generating good starting polymer configurations for sim¬

ulations has been fairly badly solved so far The embedding algorithm gives

a greater control on the configurational quality of the generated structures

and simultaneously permits to consider larger systems The impact of the

quality and size factors on the wide range of simulation results obtained to

date with molecular dynamics techniques (e g the water sorption m poly¬

mers or the quasi-static studies of mechanical processes in polymers) should

be assessed NMR-measurements on some polymer glasses suggest that the

polymer configuration is reasonably well described by the Rotational Iso¬

meric State model (RIS) This has not yet been confirmed by simulation

However, studies based on this new packing algorithm, which allows to mas¬

ter the configurations of polymers in dense phase, may shed ample light on

this point

The atomistic-contmuum mode] allows for including more than one level

of material description in the same model Whereas the results as presented

have emphasized on the elastic deformation, the model may be adapted and

applied to other various domains of application For instance, the model may

be extended to include dynamics (some additional kinetic contributions) to
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bring some insight on the dvnamical beha\ lor of the atomistic simulation box

It can also be readily extended to heterogeneous materials with an arbitrary

number of phases at eithei level of description Finally the study of finite

mechanical deformations and plasticity of thiee-dimensional solids, as well

as the stud\ of the interactions between the material within an inclusion and

its surrounding elastic field ma\ be brought withm reach
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This thesis is concerned with new paradigms and methods for

computer simulation ofpolymers in order to study the structure

and dynamics of these materials beyond the limitations in the

length and time scales of the existing techniques. Atomistic

simulation, although of considerable technological and scien¬

tific interest, has not yet permitted to elucidate the macro¬

scopic properties of polymers on the wide range of length and

time scales characteristic of all disordered macromolecular ma¬

terials. There is a pressing need to transcend this impediment,
above all when atomistic details are necessary but which ham¬

per computer simulation within the expenditure of reasonable

computational resources.


